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CHAPTER EIGHT

SLOW BUT STEADY RECOVERY 

When the year 1826 commenced, although Champagnat was gravely

ill, he had the consolation of knowing that there were two priests at

the Hermitage who could help the Brothers if he himself did not

recover his health. Twelve months later, in January 1827, Marcellin

found himself alone with his Brothers. Since he had also but recently

seen some of his first and most trusted Brothers leave his Institute

he knew that it was essential that confidence be restored to his

congregation. A few months later, in May, he wrote four letters that

indicate the terrible events of 1826 had, as it were, deepened his

conviction that his work must proceed. he made it very plain that

understood that anyone trying to do what he believed was God's will

would suffer from many obstacles. If Jesus Christ himself had to

endure the agony of the cross, Marcellin was convinced that his follow-

ers must be prepared for hardship as well. This conviction and an ever

more resolute ardour are the fruits that seemed to have ripened during

the course of the "terrible year" of 1826.

On 27th February 1827 the Archbishop of Lyons had granted permiss

ion for any deceased Marist Brothers to be buried in the new cemetery

area that Marcellin had planned since the Prefect of Loire had granted

civic authorisation for such the previous year. The young Brother Come
(Pierre Sabot) was the first to be buried in this cemetery.(1) Since

Marcellin had founded his congregation of Brothers in 1817 three Brothers

had already died before this Hermitage cemetery came about. They had

been Brothers Jean-Pierre at Boulieu, Pierre Robert at the hospital in

Lyons and Placide (Farat) at Lavalla. (2)

1. Br. G. Michel, Chronologie de 1'Institut des Freres Maristes des
Ecoles, Rome, 1976, p. 4&.
e Mir. Avit, Abrêgd des Annales de Ft-ere Avit, Rome, 1972 (the originals
written c.1840 - 1844) FMS Archives, p. 79.
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On 1st May Marcellin gave to Fr. Bedoin (Parish Priest of Lavalla)
part of the Brothers' building there which would now become the village
school.(3) Since most of the Brothers had now moved to the Hermitage,

Marcellin was glad that the extensions he had constructed during the

early days of his Institute could still be put to fruitful use. The warm

weather of this Spring month had perhaps further revitalised Marcellin's

determination to press ahead with his project, for he wrote four letters

during this month in an attempt to straighten out his Institute's problems.

Two of these letters were sent to his friends and protectors,

Fathers Gardette and Barou V.G., whilst the other two letters were sent

to two very important men in the Diocese, Archbishop de Pins and Fr,

Cattet V.G. It will be remembered that Cattet, on behalf of the Archbishop,
had carried out a meticulous inspection of the Hermitage in February 1826

and apparently had serious doubts about the Institute's ability to succeed.
Since Marcellin's letter to Cattet could be considered the basic text for

the four letters, let us first examine it.

"Revetend Vicax Gene/tat,
The un0Alunate ai6aik o6

Father Coutveitee and the depaAtune o Father

Telotaitton place me in an awkward position az
tegaiLd4 the 'Lep/a oi the pubic which atways

speaks without knowing the act o4 the mattes. (4)

A.Q.t these embaAmimment4 aigict me, to tett you
the truth, but do not AtapAize me, iot I thought
and even zaid we wee not at the end o atm. tAiat.s.
I even ieet 4tae. that Vivine PA.ovidence ha's mom_
in stone lion to. But, imovided God does not
abandon me, (may HL6 Hoty Name be Otes4ed),

3. Avit, Annales de Lavalla, p. 7.

4. The emotion of the writer shows up by a strange spelling mistake:
Marcellin wrote "fasse" instead of "fausse - the "awkward position",
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dare to say that 1 beats noth4.ng.(5)
I am te4t on my own; in Apite of that I

do not toze courage, knowing how powequt God is,
and how much his ways ate hidden Ptom the most
cteak-sighted o6 men; 06-ten He achieveA hL
pu&posez when people think He iz	 removed room
them. (6) 1 stLet 6iAney beLLeve that God wIJL
th,i4 wokk at -thus time when unbeeie6 L6 making

Auch a tenAibte pugte4A; but pekhao He dentin ens

othek men to estabtish it. (7)

5. Marcellin's phrase shows that his conviction of the necessity of
trial goes back beyond the "terrible year", just as he is convinced that
Providence has more in store for the future. Here is a recent passage
from a Roman document which is parallel to the sentiments expressed by
Marcellin:

"The charismatic character proper to each Institute demands,
of its Founder as well as of his disciples...docility of the
Holy Spirit, ...subordination to the hierarchy, boldness in its
initiatives, constancy in its gift of itself, humility to support
trials; a true balance between real charisma,prospect of novelty
and suffering, constitutes a continuous historical fact; this
is the link between charisma and the cross. Apart from any other
motive which would justify unbelief, this is the one that is of
sovereign utility in discernment of the authenticity of a
vocation". (Direction of the relations between the Bishops and

religious, Vatican, 1978).

The last sentence of Marcellin's paragraph indicates that the move-
ment of his feelings is overcoming his grammatical structure. The more
usual phrasing would be, "However, I dare to say that providing Goddoe,,
not abandon me, I am afraid of nothing". Marcellin's actual words are:
"Mais j'ose le dire pourvu que Dieu ne m'abandonne pas queon saint
nom soit	 Je ne crams rien."
6. The careful reader of Marcellin's letters will note his manner of
frequently returning to important points in such a reinforcing stylethat
the reader is left in no doubt of his thoughts on such important matters.
7. Here we have the expression of the faith and fidelity of Marcellin
to his own special vocation in life. However, there is one problem: what
work is he talking about? Is he talking of the Brothers only,or about
the Society of Mary in general? We get some light on this question in
a letter he wrote to Fr. Cattet on 18th December 1828: "During the fifteen
years that I have been working in the Society of Mary, whose growth lies
in your hands, I have never doubted that God wanted this work in this era

of unbelief. I beg you, either tell me that it is not God's work, or
else help its success along. The Society of Brothers cannot be positivel,
regarded as Mary's work, except as another branch of the whole society".
("Lettres du Fondateur", FMS Archives, Rome, 18.12. 28 - A-CCH 2, p.174-

175, SI.20).
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May hits hoty name be btessed! I dezixe mote than

even to accomplish hi4 ho'y witt az soon az it iz
made known to me.

1 white simptg to exptain my position t4
you; and accotding ass you deem it ups eiut lion the

gtoty oi God, you wilt take action; having inioAmed
you oi the 4act4, whatever turn things might take,
I wilt test in the Lond and his mast hoty Mother,

and I witt bless their hoty name4.
I expect that by the haidays we will numbet

mote thane.i.ghty, beating in mind the big number we
ate and the &Age numbers o4 po4tutantA.(8) I woad

need to visit out estabtishment every two months at

Zeazt;(9) to zee whether ate is going wet, i6 any

(,4 out Motheu might possibly be 4otming a dangetouz

acquaintance, so ass to remedy the mattet at the

outset; ifi cteantiness (10) and the. Ruiz ate being

obsekved;	 the chadAen ate making pkog4a4,
eopeciatty in piety;	 in a wand, the BitotheAzake
phebekving the spiAit o4 thein state.

8. The repetition of the phrase "le grand nombre" (the great number) seems
to show that Marcellin is satisfied with the current development of his
congregation.
9. Marcellin laid great stress on the importance of regular visits to the
Brothers in the schools because he often spoke of the irreplaceable value
of personal contact. It was this fundamental instinct that led him to
share the life of the Brothers from the start. Of course, it was this
frequent visiting and the long tiresome journeys thus entailed, plus his
building of the Hermitage, that had brought him to the gates of death early
in 1826. (Refer to his letter below of 12th August 1837).
10. Cleanliness seemed to be particularly in danger, in the early days.
because of the poverty and country origin of Marcellin's recruits. It is
possible that Cattet, like Inspector Guillard, had already made some
remarks on this topic. Marcellin's "Rule" for the Brothers (produced in
1837) insisted on cleanliness (pp. 60 and 62). In addition, of course,
habits of cleanliness and discipline are practically indispensable for
educators.
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Fox beat o ttoubting you, Pte not mention

the accounts to be kept, the coAnespondencez to be

attended to, the debts to be paid on adjurted; in
6ine, .the cake o6 both the tempowt and 4piAituae
a6iaiA4 o4 the houze. We have at ptesent two
thousand chitdnen in ouA 4choots; that atone 4eem4
to me to wavtant some conzideution. To ttain the
young wett."(11)

Marcellin's letters to Fathers Gardette and Barou V.G. are in

a similar vein. For instance, he also included in his letter to

Gardette:

"I want to 6indout nom the paltizh pnie4t4 L6 the
Motheitz ate behaving ass they 4houed."(12)

Here we have evidence of the friendly relationship between the Founder

and the parish priests, who were the usual protectors and spiritual

directors (13) of the Brothers. This arose quite naturally from the

circumstances of those early days, and produced some fine examples of

cooperation.(14)

Marcellin's letter to Fr. Barou V.G. added some practical details
of great importance at that time. Firstly, in view of the poverty of

11. Marcellin had cut off suddenly after this paragraph, probably feeling
that he had not expressed himself as he would have liked, in spite of the
intense spirituality of the first part of the letter. Marcellin was
usually a very open and sincere man; here there is a lack of letting him-
self go, of talking heart to heart. He seems to have decided he would do
better in a "viva voce" talk with the Vicar General. (Which shortly
occurred).
12. "Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, .. 05.27 - C - CCM 2, P.
168; SI.14.
13. A spiritual director is a person who gives guidance (e.g. guidelines
to follow) to another person who seeks his advice. In this case,he would
give personal guidance to a Brother on how he could better lead his life
in accordance with the teachings of Jesus Christ.

14. e.g. Fr. Dumas at Boulieu who gave enormous support to the Brothers'

school in his parish.
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most of the rural communes, Marcellin wrote:

".,.Get tog ethers with the paxish jokiest and the mayors

to work out what sataty haz to be paid...to maize .dune,
in a wotd, that the Btotheu do not lose the 410i/Litoti
theit 4tate".(15)

Secondly, Marcellin mentioned the need for a priest, in addition to

himself, at the Hermitage. What is more he specifically asked for

Mr. Sêon. This man was studying to become a priest. When he had

become a Deacon he spent some time on probation at the College at

St. Chamond and it was during this period that he had visited the

Hermitage and met Marcellin who was grateful to learn that Seon
would be interested in going to the Hermitage. So, in Marcellin's

letter to Barou V.G., he included:(16)

"I have no doubt that God witbs the Society o the
BtothetA. He has ctealay 'shown	 wLU by what He ha4
atuady done Got it; I am equatty peuuaded that He
wants to have the Society	 MaAi,g PAieists. The bad
deiection o6 Fn. Coutveate, and the di6comagement
o6 FA. Toutai,tton, Satz 6tom weakening my conviction on
-this point, on'y 4tAengthen4 it....16 you believe that
God wi4hes the utabtiAhment oi the Society 06 Max at
114.46t4, give me Mt. S6on; LA, on the contkaAy, you
think it doers not entot. into the dmign4 o6 God, tett
me 4o, and 1 wLU think no mote about it".(17)

Marcellin had wisely taken the letter himself to Vicar- General

Barou who, after reading it, said to Marcellin, "Thi4 	 a veAy Aetiou4

a6iaiA; Zet ups pAay to God that we may know 	 hoty will, in thia

mattee. After they had both knelt down and prayed, Barou arose and

15. "Lettres de M. Champgnat" FMS Archives, A - CCH 2, ps. 170-171;

SI.17.
16. Br. Jean-Baptiste wrote in his VIE that Marcellin feared that the
Diocesan authorities might not be disposed to part with a subject who,
by his zeal and ability, appeared so weli qualified to fill the vacancies
left by Courveille and Terraillon. (VIE, Vol. 1, p. 233.)
17. "Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, A - CCH 2, PP, 170,171,
SI.17 (dated May 1827) - Lettre No. 7.
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said, "You shatt have S6on; I witt zee the Anchb-4zhop about 4t th4,4
veng day".(18) With a happy heart, Marcellin returned to the Hermitage
and immediately wrote his own letter to Archbishop de Pins, which
included the following:

"The iXt zuccezz which owl_ wotk hay hitheAto met with,
40 OA ass the pnieztis ane concerned, deterz me 4tom

coming in penson to tay my di46icuttiez be4ote you; but
the 4athetty kindnezz which you extended to me on youn
avtivat in the diocese embotdens me to ask you in the
names o4 Jezuz and Many not to abandon a work which you
have atteady protected and honoured with your patronage.
Mote than even, I am convinced that God de}sinez this
work... That I am here, the onty ptiest, gnievez me,
but does not dZscoutage me; because. He who zurtainz me
.us the God o4 Strength. Fn. Batou and Et. Gaudette,
supenion o4 the 'Grand Seminaite', have no doubt
acquainted yout Grace with my position. I We coqident
that you witt kindly cons-.den it, and wit . not abandon
it."(19)

This final letter was full of hope, allied to submission to what,
ever the Archbishop advised. We might say that these four letters, all

written in May 1827, reveal that in the midst of severe trials,
Marcellin's confidence seemed to have strengthened, whilst his readiness
to submit to whatever his advisers judged best for his Institute has
perhaps reached its perfection. The whole point is that he has faced
up to failure with realism and humility, without excusing himself or
throwing the blame upon others. Yet he had strongly refused to take
refuge in resignation: rather, he looked forward to the future, relying

on the power of God. He was convinced, along with earlier Catholic Church
saints, that "the cross" would be indispensable for the growth and

18. Fr. Barou, twenty-five years later, when relating this incident,
added: "...I felt suddenly inspired to say to Fr. Champagnat; 'Continue
to prosecute this establishment of Brothers; I believe that God wills
it' Oh, how glad I am today, to have given him that advice, seeing the
great blessings God has poured down on that Society and ail !1,E 90‘)d
is doing by its means." (Br. Jean-Baptiste, Vie de Joseph-Benoit-
Marcellin Champa,gnat, Lyons, 1856, Vol. 1.

"Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, A - CCH 2, pp. 168-169;
SI.15. Dated May 1827) - Lettre No. 6.
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strengthening of the work of God. In fact, the spirit shining forth

from these letters indicated that the trials of yesterday and today

were giving him both proof and guarantee of exceptional apostolic

promises for his project. If there are moments of truth in the life

of every man, then here we have one, the trials of the "terrible year"

brought out all that was deepest and most authentic in the soul of

Marcellin Champagnat: we catch a real glimpse of the inner life of

Marcellin.

It is also worth noting that, when one reads these letters in

their entirety,(20) Marcellin was also expressing three virtues that

he considered essential for his Brothers if they were to retain "the

spirit of their state". He was stressing chastity, regularity and

Chastity was the essential condition of the consecration of one's life;

regularity was to incarnate the essential fidelity to one's vocation;

whilst zeal represented one's soul, the special character of the active

religious life.

The letters bore fruit. On 30th May the Archbishop's Council

appointed Mr. Seon to become Champagnat's assistant at the Hermitage.(21)

Then, on 13th June, Archbishop de Pins, accompanied by Fr, Barou,

visited the Hermitage. De Pins spoke words of encourac;ement to Champag-

nat, and then gave his blessing to the Hermitage building,(22) However

it is worth noting that, because of the poverty of the Hermitage community,

the visitors had taken the precaution of having their meals at the

presbytery of the Parish Priests of St, Chamond.(23) Undoubtedly, for

Marcellin, the most fruitful item of the day was the arrival of Fr. Seon,

whom he greeted "as an angel".(24) We must remember that for nearly ayear

Champagnat had been "superior, professor, confessor, guide and bursar to

the Hermitage community of eighty Brothers, as well as supervisor and

director of the fifty Brothers teaching in fifteen schools".(25)

20. All four letters have been retained in full in FMS Archives, Rome.
Also, the main sections of the letters have been printed in: J. Coste
& G. Lessard, Origines Maristes, Rome, 1960, Vol. 1, pp. 432-438.
21. Mr. Seon was ordained a priest 	 9J1 June of this year of 1827,

before he left for the Hermitage.
22. "Memorial Ecclesiastique", EMSArchves, Rome, 0
23. Avit, Annales de l'Institut, p, 52.
24. "Recit du P. Seon au P. Mayet", Archives General es des Peres Maristes,
Rome, 6, 381-396 et 400, ecr. Mayet:p. 10.
25. S. W. Hosie, Anonymous Apost1,-.Ne vork, 1967, p. 112.
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One day next month when the new young chaplain (Etienne Sdon)

spoke to Marcellin of the hopes he had that a Society of Marist Priests

would soon be established, Marcellin replied, "Oh! my Wend, liokget
it. There wite not be, 1 betieve,any othek Society (16 Many than that

of the Bkothek.s. No othek branch witt 4okm, don't think of it any
move. Maize yomzeti at home here and -this wokk here wile be what God
want's you to do, you witt not need other wokk."(26) At these words,
S6on leaped up and said, "In that ease, Fathek Champagnat, 1 have been
mizted. What you wte doing here 4,6 good but, 40A my4e1.i, I wish .to
baring to a zociety of p/Lie/sa who will take on mizzionaky wonk. 1
wilt .leave here tomokkow 4ok Lyon, and 1 am going to a4k peitm4Asion
to join those ioniatz at Beney".(27) It seems that Marcellin had

spoken such words to him because he had been so overwhelmed by what he

believed to be God's tremendous favours to his Institute of Brothers,

compared to the troubles that Fr. Colin was experiencing in founding his

Marist branch of priests, that he had doubts that God desired such a

society of priests.

This sudden departure of yet another of his priest-helpers must

have been a severe blow to Champagnat, who might well have imagined that
yet another, and perhaps more prolonged, period of real hardship, lay

26. "Mcit du P. S6on au P. Mayet", Archives Gênêrales des Peres Maristes 
6, 381-386 et 400, écr. Mayet: p.11.
During the priests' Retreat of 1839, Father Mayet asked Fr. Sdon many
questions about the early years of the Marists (Brothers and Priests),
During the next few years he kept in contact with Seon and Mayet began
writing down what he had been told. This documentation was first
written in 1846, but has had many changes made to it, by Mayet up until
1868: although the essential historical items were not altered.

27. Ibid, p. 11. Fr. Jean Claude Colin had gained no support from
Archbishop de Pins for his Marist Priests project, but since June 1825
he had been trying to establish it in the Belley Diocese. In 1827,
when Champagnat made his comments to Sêon, Colin had gained only three
other priests for his "community" and Bishop Devie in Belley was currently
uncooperative, whilst many other priests in Belley Diocese were hostile
to Colin's project, one typical jibe being, "Here at Belley we have the
second volume of the Jesuits, bound in the hide of an ass". 	 (Hosie, op.
cit., p. 84).
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ahead of him. However, the young and perhaps over-idealistic aeon

discovered that the Lyons Diocesan administrators had no desire to

allow him to move into the Belley Diocese and join a Marist Priest

group which was both very small in numbers and was having difficulty

in gaining support from either their Bishop or fellow-priests. Sêon,

it seems, now felt that Champagnat was on the right course. He not

only soon returned to the Hermitage himself, but he was to help

Champagnat, during the next two years, to gain two additional young

chaplains, Fathers Jean Bourdinand Jean Baptiste Pompallier. Marcellin,

never to be outdone in generosity, persuaded these three young priests

to form a Marist Fathers community in the Lyons Diocese which, he

hoped, would one day join up with Fr. Jean Claude Colin's group in

the Belley Diocese.

Marcellin, who strongly believed that his Institute had been

experiencing hardships that were essential for any project that was

doing something worthwhile for God, had some Brothers (in this year

of 1827) erect a "Way of the Cross" inside the chapel. (28) He also

decided to change the costume of the Brothers from the blue attire which

Courveille had demanded, to a costume of black. Their former long

trousers (pantalons) were replaced by the shorter type (culotte), whilst

their shorter blue soutane was now replaced by a black soutane that

reached the ankles. To complete their new outfit, their former round,

hat was replaced by a three-cornered one. A black cloak and a woollen

cord were also to be worn.(29).

It is also worth noting that during this year of 1827, no fewer

than ten new postulants were received into the Marist Brothers'

Institute,(30) whilst Marcellin also found both the time and the energy

28. A "Way of the Cross" for all people of any Christian faith, is a
walkway containing fourteen stopping-places, each representing one of
the fourteen most important events that occurred during the "Passion
and Death" of Jesus Christ at the end of his life on earth. The
construction of this "chemin de la Croix" is mentioned by Frére Avit.(Avit
Annales,p.53). Today the Hermitage has a Way of the Cross in its grounds,
but this one was set up many years later.
29. Avit, op.cit.,p.54. However, the novices were not allowed to wear the
rabat: and this rule 1 asted a longtime. A "rabat" was a 1:6,11 I neA-pieceworn
at the front of the neck. Itwas commonlyworn in France by teachers, lawyers,
and even protestant clergymen , in the Mlite colour that Champagnat stipulated
for his Brothers . Priests in France general ly wore a black rabat.
30. Abit, op. cit., pp. 53, 54.
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to found two new schools: Notre-Dame-de-Valbenoite (Loire) and St.
Sy,iiphorien-d'Ozon (Is6re). (31) He was peobably further encouraged

to open new schools because extra monetary assistance was now forthcow-
ng from both the Prefect of Loire and the general council oE t‘w

Departement. Let us examine this.

In 1822 the Commission for Public Instruction gave 900 francs

to the Academy of Lyons and also 91 copies of Le Premier Livre de

lecture (The First Reader). In actual practice, most of the money_______

spent on honorary medals in gold, silver and bronze and these
ehsatisfactory arrangements continued right up Lill the 1830 Revolutioh,

io/ which time the allocation was 99,372 francs. Thus the Prilkley

Schools were being maintained partly by the Town Council aoo ,artiy )f
private gifts.(32) On a Département basis, the general coune
toe allowances to encourage and develop primary instruction: the

e t -ect was charged with sharing out the allotted funds as he thought
e)L. Thus out of the 2,500 francs allotted in 1824 by the general

(c_incil of Loire for the St. Etienne distriet, the Prefect diAriouted

oniy 1,000 francs. Eight schools were the fortunate recipients, but

nothing came to the Marist Brothers. Again in 1825 the general council
of Loire allotted 2,500 francs for primary schooling which was shared

out as in the previous year; hence the Mc/l- Broolers

nor did they receive any in 1826.

The Prefect of Loire, as was notee 6'eeve, had visited the Hcfmi

ii 1826. This could have been the first (-i.. (...apagnat had
!--TE1ect; but in any case the Prefect decldee	 include the 01,7yristflis'
seeools amongst those who received finannii aii. Henec, e 3 \/C,_,.)e

S)tt._: in the Hermitage accounts booe, Mareel:in stated on 17n Aaf 1E2.

"R,',cle,ived plum the. 1 - 1,e,2,t	 i,500 !!,'Lc:I",(33)	 The r(A-60<at.'
:hirlti about this, however, is that it wa',, al additional sum to what the

Registre des Fondatione, FMS
I. :, ,ymphorien d'Ozon is Ir) ,‘	R,UNL;	 those days ISERE came right

uf::r to the river.
32. A monthly payment was fixed by the T..	 eour_il	 f it varied
from 1/2-franc to 11/2 francs according to e , 	 t'' StuCct
to read, to write, to do fieures, or	 hiny

first rules of spelling.

Annales de l'HermitaT, , ,27
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general council of Loire had decided to give to Champagnat's institute

that year - sum of 800 francs in cheques posted on 15th October.(34)

It is somewhat staggering to realise that this public money was being

granted to an institute whose authorisation to teach had failed to

gain government sanction. Yet for Marcellin it represented widespread

approval for his work. Since the beginning of the Hermitage in 1824

rie had opened up a further eight schools (35) and, although lack of

money never seemed to deter him, these subsidies from the d6partement.

of Loire must have encouraged him to keep furthering his work.

Yet, for Marcellin, his prime concern was always for his Brothirs.

Ang their Annual Retreat in October of this year (1827), he strc,$c

admonished certain Brothers who had, in his opinion, too fre-quentl 1dt

their communities to spend time with people elsewhere or had taLer

uwecessary long journeys.(36) Yet the Brothers were never offended by

ellin's reprimands. As Br. Jean-Baptiste later wrote, "...the most

Lb►uabte 4eatuke in the conduct c)4 FatheA Champagnat,	 that he was
4i/Lm co he ways indagent...but thi4 chatactoliistic cawed him to be

to yed and teoected by aa of ups ... "(37) Since this Jean-Baptiste's

v-r-tings are sometimes criticized by certain people, it is useful for us

tJ, have the writings of others who were also present at this time. Onc
such person was Brother Laurent who, in 1842, wrote some not:  on

Champagnat in which he included, 	 pmson o4 both happy a'd

chaftactet, but ato 4iAm. Hc kno , how to in6u.se	 wonths
Nedety witty ILemanin that would daight ou community. He wct nevvt

misettted by what we'd 3a y, in 6p,ite o4	 4act that sow,a0 ,	 ut,outd

him the mo6t embavLao4ng question, 	 al'way4 cm,,w ,ud us en

a itaneit. that cawsed to to take notice",r3)

34. "300 francs to the Superior of the general establishmer“, F.
Champagnat; 200 francs to Gauche, Parish Priest of Chavanay, and 300
f,ncs to Noailly, Parish Priest of St.P ,w1-en-Jarez, whose school of

Lie Brothers had been opened the previous year." (Archives du Départe:
du Rhone: 'I": Conseil Gêne- rale 1816-132 Lnseignement Primaire,

Jments de l'Universitè. XXVI, 2 e pa	 .)

	

. Only one school had been closed, 1 1 .	 Vanosc in 1827, for some

urAnown reason. (P. Zind, Les Nouvelles	 ions de Freres Enset9n:

ants  en France  de 1800 a 1830, St. Geni:.	 747)
3. Avit, op. cit., p. 53.
37.	 Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE., Vol. 2 (Eny 	 ;un),

"Notes du Fr. Laurent sur le P. Chd „(0)nat", FMS Archiv,.s, Rome,

,asfer 1, dossier 26.
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This year of 1827 had ended with Marcellin's confidence fully

restored in his project. However, the fact that he had failed to

gain legal authorisation from the Government authorities for his

lwAitute was something that still gnawed at his heart. Sureiy, he

felt, with the support he was now getting, the government would have

no hesitation in granting him this request. He went straightway to

t.•	 Bishop and sought his approval for a further attempt. With

obvious enthusiasm, Marcellin sent a circular to all his Brothers on

1Sth January (1828) informing them that Archbishop de Pins himself

about to travel to Paris where he would try to gain the Kiog's

avehorisation for the Marist Brothers.(39) However, once again

Marcellin was to receive the bad news that the government was not

satisfied with the Statutes he had drawn up for his Institute,. It,

seems that the matter of their taking religious vows was agai
upecremost point raised.(40)

The year of 1828 must be classified as having been probably

the quietest in the hectic life of Marcel)in. For instance, it was
the first year, since his founding of his Institute in 1817, that he

did not also found at least one new school. On its own initiative

(without Marcellin having to ask) the departmental administration of

Loire had its secretary write to ChampagnA, 25th August, asking him

about the state of his schools. Hence it so happens that the public
archives contains a list showing the exact position of the Institute

between 27th August and 7th September 182. It well deserves to be

reproduced in its entirety.

39	 G. Michel, op. cit., p. 48.

40. From 10th February 1828 Bishop Frays,inous was no longer Minist( q
-of Public Instruction. Education was removed from the control of

thr bishops. On 4th March Bishop Feutrier was appointed Minister of
', , siastical Affairs, now detached from Pu p lic Instruction. Also,

i r	 ;28, the Jesuits lost their eight col'pcseer.. 	 It was a bad time

re-esent a petition such as Marcellinie
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PRIMARY INSTRUCTION

THE HERMITAGE OF OUR LADY 	 NEAR ST.  CHAMONV

ESTABLISHMENTS OF THE LITTLE BROTHERS OF MARY

I, THE HERMITAGE, MOTHER HOUSE Thnee pnie.sts: FatheAz Champagnat,

Séon and Boukdin, diAect 60 Butheks and Nov-ices . The sums keceived

fikom the PAeect and Otom the DepaAtment we'u used to buy gAain, and

,-;0	 o'i inteuAt on toans, o6 which the capitaf s i temainz.

2. LAVALLA The town o7 Lavatfa has two Bkothets in winteA onLy;

a house too striate Lyon theit 115 chitdAen; scooting	 'vtt

do Hot know by what means it tis kept on thi-s Potting. The PaAi4h

has tad me that itA success exceeded ha hopes.

SAINT-SAUVEUR Thi..23 town in which most o6 the peopte ate wAy poo)i,
has thkee BAotheu £n winteA and two in i.s.mmleil; 120 pupi,ez aAc enAoUed;

Aozding .us Atee, being consideked the eimmtiat thing Ph a good

Chan and a good citizen. The Mayon, Mk. Cotomb de Gaste, has

geileAmsty bought Pk. this good wokk. a qu flte iine house and a qia),

gcftden.

4. TARENTAISE Two BAothoLs in win-ten,	 55 pupit4. The povekty

cl4 this Aegion causes the house to tack man:; nece6saty things.

BOURG-ARGENTAL This town has bought,	 'Ifiugh the e46ott6 0,4 MA.

fu,ALynê, a vow takge house, weft ventiu:o, su66icientty 9onisheds

a i_.matt ptaygkound with a aice garLden;	 acqu,bs4itilon, thc

4chca has impkoved gAeatty.

C:HAVANAY ThLs s choot ha's two Bnothe: A04. 90 chitdken; it ha4

.64:eeded beyond my hopes, eve.ki though 116, ,'-he ,chooting hu,s to be p, ,d

6o.k; begone Lt was Pee.
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7. ST. PAUL-EN-JAREZ Three BAotheu teach 120 pap-it4 -in thi4 town.
impo44ib1 e to continue teaching three	 ta,,zgeA ctassAoomo

pAovided, the ad onus being veky smate and vent' unheatthy

8. VALBENOTTE The estabtahment at Wbenotte hail three Bkotheits;
ch,ddAen c,'tam into the iii etcvszez which aAe very 4matt; the

.6chout	 a paying one 40h thos e who aAe 'Lich, and ptee AoA the pooA.
I do not know the te)sounca of thiz tom; I undeutand, howeveA,

that the Pwubsh Pitiat /bsthemain suppoAtek.

CHARLIEU Thi4 eotabUishment has thAee Btotheius who teach 120
chAtdten. (40)

10, BOULIEU (ARDCHE) Two Btothets conduct 4h,i's eistabtiAhment and
L 150 chitdAen.

11, ST. SVMPHORIEN-LE-CHATEAU (St. Symphotien-,soh.-Cause) The de are

two Buthms AoA 90 chitdAen.

12. MORNANT RHONE MoAnant ha three BAotheius who teach 120 chadken.

13. NEUVILLE-PARCHEVUE (Neuvi('f'_e-)suit-S 	 ' Th44 ens hi	 r
„Ls conducted by three BAotheAs who have 1[,, 0 child/Len.

14 ST. SVMPHORIEN-VOZON (IS ARE) Two Eh(	 di,tect thi4 eAtabas-

meut oA 90 chitdAen.

15. AMPUIS (RHONE) The Commune o6 Ampu4.5,	 thitee Btotheu (ot the
diAection o4 150 chiZdAen.

1 1 	 The first eight schools were in the
'9t..r:a the Council d'arrondissment de St.
-sessions prior to those of the Genera;

the General Council to do something for
gave more details on these schools than
Charlieu was then in the arrondissment d(
were in other departements. (France has
Communes - within the 300 Vrondissments,
("Sous-Prefêtland a Mayor ("Maire") in

—rondissement of St. Etienne and
H._,enne was an organisation which
council and it regularly urged
",c i st Brothers, Champagnat

„10,'Iieu and those following.
(idnne, whilst to --w,

-,--ti qate	 89ly 8 Pt 0.—' r ei'gnt3 1 409(=
Jepartement has a Prefect

c Commune.)
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TO SUM UP: 96 Brothers o6 whom 36 axe in 14 Schools and teach 1,600
pupia; and 16 Novice's at the HeAmitage o6 Out Lady.(42)

No reference could be discovered in the files of the Wartement 

de la Loire to the amount of money given to Champagnat in 1828, but a

letter which Champagnat wrote to the Prefect at Montbrison on 4th April

1829 implies that nothing was given.(43) Champagnat wrote:

"The intenezt which you have shown in outs house teaca me
to give you a shoAt and zincete account o6 outs actuat
position. OuA estabtishments, which number. Aixteen, ate
doing pazzabty weft. The motheA-hewse where we have
about 6i6ty BAotheAs and Novices, .us 4ttuggting: however,

itz needs axe stitt 9/teat. We had, however, paid some
o6 ouA 6oAmen debts the yeat when you had the kindneu
to give az a keeping hand, but -East year we were Amt.
1 lieaA 60A those here, f ox we have had much itt-health,
whitzt we have our hands 6utt with Aso much...."

Marcellin had also been pleased that year to have received a

letter from Father Jean Claude Colin (written on 22nd May) in which

Colin expressed great praise to Marcellin for his work with the Brothers

and said it was his earnest desire to be able to travel to the Hermitage,

at the first opportunity, to meet Marcellin and the Brothers.(44)

42. Archives du Wartement de la Loire:N; Conseil General, 1816-1832;
Enseignement Primaire, Versements de l'Universite, XXVI, 2 e partie,(*** -
see below).
43. "Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome, C ADL IT 69; SI.43.
This letter does not contain Marcellin's signature, so it is probably a
copy made by Br. Francois. Discovered only in 1952, it shows that Br.
Jean-Baptiste was in error when he wrote in his VIE: "...The Prefect
of Loire wrote to Fr. Champagnat to inform him tEif the general council,
following the proposal he had made to it, had allocated a sum of 1,500
francs as a help... This mark of kindness was the more pleasing to
Father Champagnat as it had never entered his mind to ask the like. The
grant was paid regularly and unsolicited for several years." (VIE, Vol. 1,
p. 206.)
44. Circularies des SuOrieurs Gên6raux de l'Institut des Petits Freres 
de Marie, Vol. 1, Lyons, 1914, p. 145.
***(Additonal to Footnote 41). Today, the Marist Brothers still conduct
7 of these 15 establishments; Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 13. Mornant was
closed in 1964 and Charlieu at the end of 1977.
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Although Marcellin founded no new school that year 1828, his

Institute was still growing in numbers. Seven more Postulants(45)

commenced their novitiate that year. One member, Brother Bruno Boule,

died; whilst two earlier members of the congregation, Brothers Louis

Audras and Jean-Baptiste Furet, took perpetual vows.(46) Marcellin,

still not fully recovered from his grave sickness of 1826, and realising

that his visits each year to all his communities of Brothers necessit-

ated long absences from the Hermitage, decided that the young chaplain

at the Hermitage, Fr. Sgon, needed an assistant priest. This matter

becomes clearer when we are aware that in January of that year the

Archbishop's Council at Lyons had decided that one of the two priests

at the Hermitage (Champagnat or Seon) had to go to the parish church

of St. Chamond (Church of Notre Dame) two or three days each week to

help the Parish Priest, Fr.Poncet, in his priestly duties for his

parishioners.(47) All of this led Champagnat to write to Vicar-General

Cattet, on 18th December, seeking an additional priest.(48)

Yet this quiet year of 1828 did not conclude peacefully. In

fact, Champagnat was faced with something that he had never yet exper-

ienced. It was also an alarming situation, because it seemed that some

of the Brothers were about to revolt against him. It all began at the

annual Retreat in October when Marcellin told the Brothers of three

changes that he wished to implement. Firstly, he said, their soutanes

rather than be buttoned in front, should be fastened with hooks and eyes

to about midway down and that the remainder would be sewn together.(49)

45. Brothers Clement (Perrier), Benoit (Deville), Mathieu (Derisson),
Vincent (Barnait), Sylvestre (Desmont), Charles (Souchon), and Timothêe
(Bouchet).	 (Avit, op. cit., p. 57).
46. It was not a public ceremony, but they were made privately - as
was the custom at that time. (Ibid, p. 57).
47. Archives de l'archevech6 de Lyon,reg. dèlib. 6, pp.80-81.

48. In this letter, Marcellin also asked for favourable consideration
for the work of Colin and the other Marist priests in the Belley diocese.
("Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, 18.12.28 A - CCH 2, pp.175-175;
SI.20). However, it must be mentioned that a Deacon,Mr. Bourdin, had
been allowed to go to the Hermitage.(J. Coste & G. Lessard, Origines 
Maristes, Vol. IV, Rome, 1965, p. 203).
49. Br. Sylvestre, Memoires (Vie du Pere Champagnat), St. Genis-Laval

(near Lyons), 1886-7 (FMS Archives, Rome), p.132.
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This first point aroused no opposition, since the buttons had often

become discoloured and had thus presented an untidy appearance.(50)

Marcellin's second point concerned the stockings that the Brothers

wore. Heretofore the Brothers had worn either cotton or woollen stock-

ings. Since knitting machines did not exist at that time, at least in

this area of France, each Brother had to either buy his stockings,

induce someone to knit them for him or, as it often happened, receive

them as presents from relatives or friends. Since some of the Brothers

had recently begun to wear silk stockings, (51) since women had

generally to be employed in repairing the Brothers' stockings,(52) and

since it was not practical to stock cotton or woollen stockings in the

Brothers' store, Marcellin announced that, in future, stockings made

of serge material were to be worn.

Immediately, many Brothers objected. Some argued that serge

stockings were too hot and caused excessive perspiration of the feet,

others that they hurt the feet and made it impossible to walk any

distance, others that they did not fit well and would expose them to

the taunts of outsiders, whilst others even said they were too cold

to wear and would bring on colds. Furthermore, some objected because

serge stockings were more expensive than the cotton or woollen types,

A few of the Brothers were so incensed at Marcellin's ruling on the

stockings that they decided that, if he did not change his ruling, they

would take up a petition and present it to the two Vicars-General who

had just arrived at St. Chamond and were due to visit the Hermitage the

next day. They managed to induce many young Brothers to sign it and,

by presenting it to many of the more senior Brothers in the evening

when they were at study and quite a few of them signed it without both-

ering to read it,(53) they gained a large number of signatures and felt

that they could now be able to force Champagnat to change his mind.

50. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol.1, p.191.
51. It should be noted that silk was a common enough fibre in the Lyons
area; it was often combined with other fibres.

52. This would have applied only to those in the schools since the
Hermitage had its own tailor - Br. Hippolyte (Remilleux) who had entered
in 1826 and was to work as a tailor for the Brothers for 43 years.(Avit,
op. cit., p. 50). Mr. Despinasse, a witness to Champagnat's Will in
1826, was a tailor employed at the Hermitage - "paid to the tailor of

clothing, Despinasse, 600 fr." (Livre des comptes, Hermitage, 1827, p.14.)
Champagnat also employed Blaise Prèher as fulltime tailor and he was
there for many years; whilst Marcellin gave a lot of tailoring work to
his niece's husband, Augustin Seux, before 1829.

53. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE,p.200.
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It appears that two events now occurred that thwarted their plan.

Firstly, the two Vicars-General were suddenly recalled to Lyons and had

to abandon their proposed visit to the Hermitage. More important,

however, was that a few of the more senior Brothers had become alarmed

at what they heard was under way and they went immediately to ChampagnaL

himself and gave a full account of the affair.(54) Marcellin went alone

to the Chapel to pray for God's assistance. Shortly thereafter he

assembled all the Brothers and explained things thus:

"My 0,i.end4, don't you 4ee the inconisi6te.ncy oS yowl,

atguments again6t isetge ztocking? They cannot be
at the .6ame time too wakm and too cotd. A4 to the pkice,
the objection i/S not welt Sounded; Sot, although a paiA
of senge stockings coYC-o mote than a pain oS knitted onn,
they &list twice as tong, and theneSone, in kuuaty, a=te

cheapen and conzequentey mote in keeping with OUA spita

oS povetty.... Besides, I undetstand petSectty that the
ptincipat tea/son, on to speak ptainty, the ontg neason,
oS your pteSetence Sot the wotsted stockings, Z6 because
they Stit beaten, on, tet me say the woad, because they
ate mote wmtdty. But, I tusk you,	 it not a shame to
object to zekge ztockings (nom such. Low motives;
motives which you could not pubticty avow without btuAhing?
Dwuing the whole year, I have ptayed to God about this
matteti; I have examined and weighed att. the advantagez and
att the -inconveniences o() the two kinA	 .t.ockingA;

have conwe_ted	 e and ertt.ighteye(74 p	 ()viz on the sub j cct;
I have tkied them myet6, and have, WO,tP them 4,n my jot.Aneto,

Evenytking conSitms me in the beriA That it ..is God'. Witt
that we should wean zenge stockings, and 1 am detutmine.d to
have them adopted."(55)

54. Avit, op. cit., p. 55.
55. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol.], pp. 195, 196.
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This settled the matter for most of the Brothers but, human

nature being what it is, some of the more worldly or material-minded

members strode briskly from the room and later tried again to form

a substantial opposition group.(56) Marcellin, fully informed by

several loyal Brothers of what was taking place, decided that the next

meeting must be in the Chapel. He caused all the candles to be lit in

front of the statue of Our Lady. Then he told the Brothers that all

must remember the real meaning of their vocation. They had all

consecrated their lives to God, under the guidance of His Blessed Mother,

Mary; and all had taken a vow of obedience. Then one of the more

senior Brothers declared that many Brothers were deeply grieved at the

insubordination of some Brothers.(57) Then Marcellin, in a loud voice,

said these words:

"Let at thou_ who wLsh to be good ketigiows, and
time chadun oi Many, come °vet heu beo.Lde thea

good Mothee.

Whilst saying this, Marcellin pointed to Our Lady's alter. Almost every

Brother went there immediately. A few Brothers had not moved, but it

seems that some of them had not clearly understood what Marcellin had

said: because when Marcellin repeated his previous words, all of these

Brothers moved over to join those in front of Our Lady's altar except

for the two Brothers who had been the original instigators of the revolt

against Marcellin's ruling on stockings. Marcellin now said to them,

"A/Le you going to stay oven. thete?" Both of them responded with a cold
and aggressive, " yeas!" This, of course, represented a real challenge to

Marcellin's leadership. Both of these Brothers had gained great praise

from both their confreres and the parents of the children they had been

teaching for their great ability in the classroom. However, they had also

happened to be two of those whom Marcellin had had to strongly reprove

during the previous year's Retreat for their too numerous absences from

their confreres whilst they were visiting the homes of various people.(58)

Apparently it was obvious to Marcellin that any Institute that would allow

56. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 134.
57. Avit, op. cit., p. 56.
58. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 203.
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its members to become "non-conformists" in something of importance to

its members' identity would be considered as too "wishy-washy" to

attract further growth; hence he summoned these two Brothers to his

room and severely warned them. The following October (1829) he

dismissed them from the Institute.(59)

For people, including Marist Brothers, living today (1980's)

it is difficult to imagine that the item of stockings brought about

perhaps the largest revolt of the Brothers against Champagnat during

all his years in charge of his Institute. It is significant that three

of the four Brothers living at that time, who have written any memoirs,

wrote a great deal about this incident.(60) History cannot be under-

stood unless one takes into account the living situation of the people

at that time. The only news, virtually, was local news. Even today

there is a strong parochialism amongst the people of St. Chamond.(61)

Since Marcellin's Institute was to make even more rapid progress after

this affair, we must assume that he well understood the importance of

taking a strong stand on this issue. It is obviously another proof of

his outstanding leadership capabilities. What is more, we must take

into account the fact that he never intended the change-over to serge

stockings to be an immediate and abrupt change. Even when he first

proposed the change to the Brothers, he stipulated that the type of

stockings they had been wearing would not be abolished all at once.

59. Br. Avit, op. cit., p. 56. These two Brothers were Jean-louis
(Aubert) and Augustin (Mathieu Cossange). The latter became a school
teacher at Colombier, at the foot of Mt. Pilat, where he taught for
many years. Aubert set up his own school at Perigneux; where the
Marist Brothers replaced him in 1852, somewhat against his will. He
wrote to the local Brother-Superior-General warning him not to trust
the local authorities. (Avit, op. cit., p. 56).
60. Brothers Jean-Baptiste, Avit and Sylvestre all give the incident
great space. Brother Laurent does not mention it. The three who
wrote of the incident include the remark that all the Brothers who had
signed the petition against Champagnat, except for two of them, later
left the Institute.
61. St. Chamond people have told me that some of the older people living
there have never yet visited Lyons, which is only about 40 kms away.
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Rather, one pair of serge stockings would be given to each Brother and

the only occasions on which he would require these new stockings to be

worn would be on those occasions when a Brother intended to rec.,ilwi

"Holy Communion" at their daily Mass.(62) His plan was that they may

keep wearing their present stockings on all other occasions, but

whenever new ones had to be obtained those new ones had to be of serge.

Perhaps the influence of Marcellin's father, Jean-Baptiste Champagnat,

was playing its part. In the French Revolutionary year of 1792, "Les

sans-culottes" (63) was the name given to the most ardent republicans

and it typified a reaction of the common people against the "fancy

dress" of the aristocracy. Since Jean-Baptiste Champagnat was a local

revolutionary leader, he probably discouraged (at least in his family)
the wearing of clothing in a style more suited to the upper

Marcellin was never one to try and "dress-up", and his ruling on the

stockings may have come about as a counter to the pomp and pageantry in

dress, including that of priests, that was appearing again in France

during the reign of King Charles X.

Marcellin also showed great prudence with the third of his

innovations for the years 1828-1829, which also happened to be something

objectionable to some of his Brothers.(64) Up till then the frothers
been using the ordinary method of teaching reading, that is by spelpin cs

the words according to the old pronunciation of the consonants. Marceliin,

who had himself found great difficulty in learning to read, (60 told the

62. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 192.

63. "Culottes" were knickerbockers - the type of trousers worn by thy.
aristocracy. The "sansculottes" were long trousers.

64. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 193, indicates that ALL The
Brothers objected. Br. Avit (op. cit., p. 55) says that MANY Brothers
objected, whilst Br. Sylvestre, (op. cit., p. 133) wrote that a FEW
objected.

65. Br. Paul Boyat, "Quelques Aspects de la Pedagogie des 'Petits Freres",
Bulletin de l'Institut des  Petits 1-'4r-es de Marie, Vol. XXIX, Rome, July
1970, p. 101.
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Brothers that he wished them to introduce into their schools a new method

whereby the vowels and consonants would be pronounced in a manner more in

conformity with their actual sounds when a word is said.(66) He explained

what he considered to be the unquestionable advantages of this new method

and showed them the difficulties with the existing method. However, know-

ing both the difficulty of changing one's style of teaching and the probable

opposition of some Brothers, he simply asked that they experiment with this
new method during the following year so that they would be fully acquainted

with it and then, at next year's Retreat when they all met again, a final

decision could be made on the issue.

Marcellin, it seems, was not sure himself 4hether this new method

was undoubtedly better, because he used the year's delay to further his

own understanding of it. He consulted many competent persons,(67) but every

one of them told him the new method was more rational than the old, and

better calculated to further the progress of young students. (68). 	 Yet,

66. This new method (which is the method still used today in France: i.e.
1980's) had been originally made public by Viard and Luneau, at Boisjerman,
in 1759. Pierre Zind points out that this new method of 1759 was re-edited
and redefined in the Year VI ( of French Revolution): one spelt each letter
in a manner more in conformity to its actual pronunciation. As Zind put it:
"L'on disait "je" pour la lettre "g", "ka" pour la lettre "k", "ku" pour la
lettre "Q", mais "ef" pour "f", "iks" pour "x", etc., de sorte qu'en toute
logique, apres epellation, un mot comme "klaxon" devrait se lire 'kae1alksoen"
et "griffe", "jeeriefefe". La Grammaire Generale de Port-Royal proposait
dans son chapitre VI de nommer simplement les consonnes par leur son naturel
en y ajoutant seulement le "e" atone, 5 l'exclusion de toute autre voyelle;
ainsi, "ef" devenait "fe", "ka" devenait "ke" et "iks" "kse"." The problem
with the Port-Royal method was the mute "e", which vanishes when reading
the entire syllable. Viard's new method overcame this difficulty by suppress-
ing the sound and instead of saying "be-a = ba", he asked that one reads the
whole thing at once, thus "ba". (P. Zind, Les Nouvelles Congregations de 
Freres Enseignants en France de 1800 a 1830, St. Genfs-Laval (near Lyons),
1969, pp. 387, 388.
67. The names of the persons consulted by Marcellin are not revealed in any
document, but it seems one such person was probably Mr. Arquillere, the
Director of the Teachers' College at Montbrison. During the above years
he was Vice-President of the Committee of Primary Instruction of Lyons and of
the Departement of the Rhone. It is certain that Marcellin wrote to him at
least once. Another possibility was Mr. Boue who was Principal of the High
School at St. Etienne 1830-32. (Indicateur de St. Etienne, St. Chamond et 
Rive-de-Gier, 1830, p. 77.)
68. Avit, op. cit., p. 55.
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when the Brothers assembled the following year, several did not want Ole
new method adopted. Marcellin, after hearing all their objections,

particularly strong among many senior Brothers, said to them:

You, Mothem Dinectou, who have not chaAge oS the
towtt classes and ate ptejadiced against this method,

have neithet su6iicientty studied Lt not given it a

tAait. The Sew who have done so think wett oS it,
and do not expetience the di66icutties you mention; on

the contnaty, they iind it much supeniot to the o. hen.

method, and wed catcutated to acceeetate the ptogtess

oS the chadten. Att the competent petsons whom 1
have consutted on the subject ate oS the same opinion;
we theneSote witt act very wisety in adopting it."(69)

He went on to explain again that those who were against this decision
were prejudiced in a matter upon which they had insufficient knowledge.

Hence, this new method was adopted in all the Brothers' schools and it

was soon recognized by virtually everybody as being something really

worthwhile.(70).

On 5th January 1829 the Prefect of Loire (Baron de Chalieu)

distributed to the members of the Committee of Primary Instruction a

circular in which he praised the work of the Marist Brothers. In it

he stressed the importance of primary instruction, quoting the Statutes

of the Marist Brothers:

"Insttuction is indeed the 4iot tequaement o6 every peoon
endowed with intettigence; and -to pocurte Sot men. th/is

insttuction is the Ataut means (TS making them both happiek
and better men.

In whatevet sociat class, in whatever situation one may rind.
onesetS p-Paced, -there is no man who doeis not need to know

at teast how to head the thoughts oS othem, to make fais own
known by means oS wAiting, and to manage his a6iaiAs by

69. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 194.
70. It is significant that this new method was still being used this
20th Century in France. (Guide des Ecoles 4 l'usage det Petits  Freres
de Marie, redige d'apres les instructions du Venerable ChampagniT74-5
Edition, Paris, 1932, pp.227-230). What is more, as Pierre Zind informed
the author, this method is still in use today (1980s).
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having at teaist the tudimentis o6 atithmeti.c. Theo e thtee
itefts make up pAimaAy in)sttuction, and without them,
Aetigiows inztAuction, the most eszentiat o6 at, 4)3
acquiked onty tatety and with gAeat diaLcutty..." (71)

This favourable circular from the Prefect probably induced Marcellin
to write his letter of 4th April that year (see above) seeking a further

subsidy for his schools.(72) We discovered in the archives of the Depart-
ement of Loire that, apart from Champagnat, four parish priests asked for

financial assistance from the Prefect to help their schools of the Marist

Brothers: Fathers Gauche' (Chavanay), P.P. of Feurs (letter lost),

Messardier (Perigneux) and Noailly (St. Paul-en-Jarez). The request from

Messardier is interesting because it concerns a school hitherto unknown in

the Institute; but on 28th June 1829, in acknowledging the receipt from
the Prefect of 150 francs "for help with the free school of the Marist

Brothers",this Parish Priest of Perigneux wrote that his school was founded

on 10th June 1829, but that it would not open till after the holidays. This

school was undoubtedly opened, but the 1830 July Revolution would probably
have destroyed it and its short and precarious existence probably accounts

for the complete forgetfulness into which it seems to have fallen473)

The letter of Father Noailly supplies some information on the school

at St. Paul-en-Jarez:

"The MatZst BnotheAs we have had bon .three yews give 114 Oho
the 6ineAt hopes .. but I cannot conceat the liact that thi4
eistabtiAment 44 in vety gteat need o6 het p; Lt i4 on me atone
that the upkeep o6 this howse depend's. FoA three yeatz now,
you ate the o►ty one, MA. Pte6ect, who hays come to my hetp
1 have been PAced to ass k Ft. Champagnat to withdtaw one oti

71. Archives de Mpartement de la Loire, N: Conseil General 1816-1832 -
EnseigneriierirDriinaire, Correspondence.
72. As note above (on page 252) the subsidy given in 1827 was not repeated
in 1828.
73. At first, it seems remarkable that none of the Marist Brothers' early
chroniclers (Brs. Jean-Baptiste, Avit, Laruent and Sylvester, plus Fr.

Bourdin) mentioned it: but it must be remembered that Avit was the only
one of these who tried to list the schools founded each year, but he did
not write his Annales until the 1880s and no secretariat was set up at
the Hermitage until the 1830s. Laurent and Bourdin wrote very brief notes
that did not include schools, whilst Sylvestre's M6moires are largely a
repetition of what Jean-Baptiste wrote in 1856 which, though informative,
was far from being a critical history and failed to follow exact chronology,
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the Bkothekz and zo teave me with two, zo that I have

to pay °meg 800 itancz inztead oi 1,200, and in zpite

oi that, I am 300 6tancz in akkeam with the Fathet".

The distribution list of the 2,000 francs allocated in the budget

for 1829 for Primary Instruction shows that "the principal establishment

of the Marist Brothers" (i.e. the Hermitage) received 30Q francs, the

free schools of Chavanay and Perigneux 150 francs each, and that of

Feurs 100 francs, making a total of 700 francs - a third of the sum

allotted for the whole Wartement. But nevertheless, Champagnat

failed to get the 300 francs due to him because of a stupid confusion

with the names of two communes: Doizieu and Izieux. All efforts made

afterwards to correct the error and have the cheque returned to him

were in vain. The Sub-Prefect of St. Etienne reported to the Prefect

on 1st May 1830:

"I have been unabte to obtain any exptanation 6tom the

Mayon a4 Doizieu to whom I have wtitten zevetat urgent

tettem, concetning the cheque 4on 300 Ptanco you

mentioned £n you& Zettet o6 11th Mach az having been

addAezzed to Gam in mon, and which way, deztined

Ft. Champagnat, head oA the eztabtizhment a6 the

Matt .i.ztis at St. MaAtin-en-Coattieux". (75)

The anti-clerical revolution that occurred in July forestalled any

further attempts to gain this money.

However, at the meeting of September 1829, when the Prefect was

informing the General Council of the use he had made of the 2,000 francs

allocated for primary instruction he said:

74. Archives de Departement de la Loire, N: Conseil General 1816-1832
et A.D. du Rh6ne, T: Versements de l'Universitd, XXXVI, 2 partie,
1828-1832. Enseignement primaire. Correspondance.

75. Ibid.
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"I tAied especiatty, genteemen, to 6avou& the atabti4hment4
oi netigious congtegation4 which work 4on the education oi

youth. These estabeishments,afteady widety spkead though

the DepaAtment, do an immense amount oi good that L6

appteciatedmoneeve)Ly day; among these I have ditected my

attention especiatty to the Maia4t ButheA4 whose mothet-

house iz at "Doizieu", a canton o6 St. Chamond".(76)

One is now able to understand why a cheque was sent to Doizieu by mistake.

The Prefect continued:

"Atkeady this estabashment (Manizt Buthens) hat, supptied

subject's Ooh. a 0.01,ey good number o4 town4 in the Depattement;
evelLywheke the advantage c)4 these schooZA ids tecogni4ed,

especiatty A0n tOWY1,6 not so loto4poLouz which iiind them
considutabty chape/L to maintain than those bet up by the
De La Sate ButheAs. I join to this kepaAt a 4tatement
$04 each town showing the numb en o4 chided/Len taught and the
Butheu in each town. (77) At4o, the counca o4 the distAiet
o4 St. Etienne commends to you these use liut eatabti4hment4
in a very 4peciat manner in its report o4 poceeding4".(78)

The general council found itself in complete accord with the Prefect.

In its report of the session on 3rd September 1829, it thus expressed it:

"The council in voting 2,000 4tanc4 (6oft. the yeah. 1830) to

extend the bene6itz o4 pAimaiLy education, exione.64e4 the mah

that the money be used to muttipey the 4chootz dikected by
tetigious cong/Legations, whether o4 men Oh women. A4 604 the
tequest made by the Mini4tet oi Pubtie 1nstuction netative
to the foundation o4 a TeacheA4 1 Ttaining Cottege, the couneit
believes it coined not make son this object a donation that would

be out o4 oopoAtion with its ptuent te6ounce4."(79)

76. Archives de Departement de 

Conseil General.
77. This, unfortunately, could
as that drawn up for 1828.
78. Archives de Departement de

au Conseil General.
79. Archives de Departement du
Versements de l'Universite, XXVI

la Loire, N.407, 1829; Rapport du prefet au

not be discovered. Perhaps it was the same

la Loire, N. 407, 1829: Rapport du prefet

Rhone: T: Conseil General 1816-1832 -
, 2e partie, 1828-32.
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An extract of the deliberations relative to primary instruction

was sent to the Minister of Public Instruction(80) who conveyed it on

11th December 1829 to the Rector of the Lyons Academy, inviting him

to express his opinions. The reply, dated 31st December 1829, has

been preserved:

"The condi.tion imposed AonthewseoA the iand4 &equines some
obsetvations. It iz indeed time that the schoots diucted
by tetigious congnegations inspite mote coniidence in tocat
authonities, ...but the estabeishment o4 such schoots costs

much mope than that o6 ondinany schoots which tikewise can
guaAantee att desiAabte quasi Leo, pnovided suitabte ca .e
exencised in the choice oi teachens. It woad -seem to be

moteinthe neat intetest oA the Apattement not to demand

that the money attocated be exctusivety wsed in 6avoun (14
-schools dinected by utigious congnegations, 4o& the tom .
the costs o4 estabtishing a schoot, the mote new schoots can
be Rounded.

Nerve is anothet considetation in suppott o6 my opinion:

-the estabtishment o4 schoots which ate to be diteeted by
the De La Sate Mothens involve 4aitty heavy expense which

can be met onty by nick towns, and these, Awl. the vety

teason that they ate rich, cannot ptetend to need heap nom
the IMpaAtement. This sum, according to the wish o6 the

genetae councit, wowed thene4ou have to be emptoyed, az OA
as the boys' schoots ate concerned, only ion the establishment

o ctasse)s dinected by the Matist Btothets. ... But the MaAist

Buthens, who X.-Ly e in community, ate cettainty not Zegatty

authotised, and the inAotmation I have teceived Atom tea Peet-

 people worthy o4 mast, wound maize me geat that, white
they o44en att possibte guanantees Anom the netigious aspect,
they ane a tong way (nom being abte to be compaAed with the

De La Sate Btothets in the matteA oA insttuction.

80. Since January 1828 the Ministry of Public Instruction had been
detached from that of Ecclesiastical Affairs.
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The sum 06 2,000 planes voted by the count it not being taw6utey
avaitabte bon estabtishing teacheAs whose existence has not

yet been apptoved, and aLso being unavaitabte 6on. 41he wont~ 06

the De La Sate BtotheAs, theke itemains the possAba4ty,

coniikm with the wishes 06 the genes ae councJIZ, o ti devoting

this sum to the giAts' schoots bon which theke exist in the

Lyons Academy one on two communities tegatty authoAised. But

although the education o4 giALs desetves ate the government's

attention, that 06 the boys woutd seem to 066eA a much higheA

degree o6y usqutness, and woutd it not be suitabte To employ

60k the estabtishment 06 boys' schooa, at feast the gteaten.

palm 0 6 the 4unds that it would be possibte to spene(81)

iunthekmoiLe believe it necessary to subm,L.f.

Excellency a 6inat obsekvation tetative to the estabtishment

06 schools dikected by Aeligious congnegations. It ,ins that I

have gkounds bon 6eaning that, in estabtishing schooa 06 this

kind, su44icient considowtion is not always given to schools

atkeady exizt,Lng undet the dikection 06 day teachers; ... The

tights 06 these teachers who have nothing but theiA opiession

to support theik 4arraties, shoutd, in my opinion, be kespected,

and it Ls very pain6ut 6o71. these. teacheu who nay,: jon.q.

woAthy o6 blame, to be delm;b3o1 ;.)6 thein pupils by ,the.

Lbshment o6 a new schoa, arld be 6o,tced to go and ,ela eao/ohete

the means 06 a tivetihood."(8).

Then on 9th February 1830 the Minis t er sent a irrimilr	 :he

Rector's observations to the Prefect of  ore,  asking Vrn to consider

them. The Prefect was not disposed	 chage his mind; on i7th he told
the Minister:

81. Naturally, if funds had been al located for a Teachers' Training

College (as suggested originally by this MJ1 =ister), the founding of such
schools would be more practical.

This rather lengthy translatio,
	 a government document is given

since it is giving us an important. \ (A40i , it, on the worth of the schools
then being set up by Champagnat.

82. Archives de Mpartement du  Rhone, 1: velsemen-,
XXVI, 2e partie, 1828-1832. En -eirThment	 n.dance.

Brouillon de la lettre du recteur df 	 de Lyon	 Idinistve.., 3i
dècembre 1829.
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"...to 6ut6i2 the intent ions 6onmatty expite)med by the genetat

counat, we Ahoutd apeciatty o66en hap to the itel.i.giows

cumociation4, notabZy the MaA4.4t Buhtms who, although not

tegatty authoitised, 066eA. a gneat many advantaga to the
pom, -towns, and be/side/3 cote conideAed to be /teat teachuo."(83)

The year 1829 saw further expansion of Champagnat's Institute. For

instance, two new schools had opened that year: one at Feurs (Loire) (84)

and the other at Millery (Rhone). (85) Perhaps the manner in which the

new school had opened at Millery was a factor strengthening the Prefect

in his determination to maintain the General Council's decision of that

year. The Brothers had been requested for Millery by both the Parish

Priest, Father Desrosier and the Mayor, Mr. Thibaudier. The latter had

bought a somewhat dilapidated house, but had had it repaired and set up

for a school on the one condition that the Marist Brothers be obtained

for it. This had cost Thibaudier 2,000 francs. This particular school

gained an excellent reputation from its first year.

Champagnat sold to Mr. Couturier (86) what remained of his land

at Lavalla for 1,000 francs, on 5th February 1829. (87) On 4th August that

same year Marcellin bought further hilly and bushy land in the vicinity of

the Hermitage which he thought could prove useful to the Broilers in the

near future.(88) In September, Marcellin was delighted at the arrival of

the tall and energetic young priest, Fr. Pompallier, at the Hermitage.The

Archbishop's Council had decided to send him there on the recommendation,

it seems, of Fr. Sean. Sêon had obviously been delighted t6 hea(, in May,

83. Ibid, 1 T 69 (23): Emploi des 2,000 E	 votes par le Conseil Ge-nêral.
Lettre du ministre au prèfet de la Loire, 9 fevrier 1830. lettre du

prffet au ministre, 17 f6vrier 1830; Versement de l'Universit.è, XXVI,2e
partie.
84. However, this school was closed in 1831.
85. From which school one Old Boy WdS the future Archbishop of Cambrai,
Thibaudier. He had been one of its ; .(st pupils and he often publicly

expressed esteem for the schooling ht. received there from the Brothers.
(Avit, op. cit., p. 58).
86. Of the same family as the early 	 Antoine.
87. Annales des Freres Mari rtes de	 Id 8. (IMS Archives, Rome).
88. "Titres de Propriêt6", ArchTs  (f el rftermltage,
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that Fr. Colin was at last making real progress in Belley Diocese and

had just been appointed Superior of the Minor Seminary there.(89)

S6on's desire to join a society of Marist Fathers was renewed. In his

talks with Pompallier he had managed to persuade that person also to

adopt the same aim.(90) S6on himself had recently agreed to go to

Charlieu Parish in November, but he did not want to leave Champagnat

without a replacement priest.(91)

Hence, for several weeks now, Marcellin would have three priests

willingly helping him at the Hermitage (Fathers Sêon, Bourdin and

Pompallier). Yet, although this same Champagnat was admired by them

and had seemingly been the strongest influence upon them in their final

decisions to join the Marist Fathers,(92) by many other priests he was

regarded as a person demeaning the dignity of their class. In spite or

the upheavals of the French Revolution, after the downfall of Napoleon

many people in France desired a return to pre-revolutionay ways of life.

The Catholic Church did not lack men with such aspirations. For instance,

a circular signed by the three Vicars-General of the Lyons Diocese, in

1817, had been sent to all priests instructing them in the demeaning

nature of manual work and telling them bluntly that any such work was

beneath the dignity of a priest.(93) Marcellin was now a priest, but,

like his father during the Revolution itself, he ignored advice whicii he

considered to be againsthuman nature. His first Parish Priest, kebod,

was unable to restrain his dedication to manual work. Marcellin had

built his Hermitage during the early years of Charles X's reign when there

was an even greater reactionary drive .From people in power 94)

89. Archives de 1 1 6v@ch6, de Belley. arton Peres maritl, "3 mai 1829 -
ORDANNANCE-WALE agreant le nomination de Jean Claude Cohn comme suOrieur
du petit seminaire de Belley." (D i aprés	 adress6e	 Mgr Devie).
90. Archives Onerales des Ores maristes, "Wmoires Mayet, 1853",Section 18.
91. J. Coste & G. Lessard, OriginesVa—rrs-tes, Vol. 4, Rome, 1967, p.337.
92. Hosie, op. cit., p. 112.
93. "La Circulaire des Vicaires Gên,::.raux", Archives de l i archeveché de Lyon,
1817, pp. 8,9. (It disapproved such work as thatofT7m ...Tes artisans et
les manoeuvres...Est-ce pour mener u . .? vie si basse, qu'un pretre a 6t6

revetu d'un si haut minist6rer) (	 'raftsmen and labourers.. is it to

lead a life so lowly that one has 	 ear dewed with such a high ministry?")

94. In 1825, we might note, seminar i;1	 &t. St. Irenai us .,'or" Own a book
of rules for their holidays which male no mention uf	 but which

instructed them to fill in any spare time vi :h some userui read;n,j. ("Petit

Manuel a l'usage de sëminaire Saint-!_:(?nêe", Archives de 1  'archevtch6 de Lyon,
" ...remplir le vide des journêes par des lecgiFei—LTETT-e-s-m , p. 207.
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Yet Champagnat was not only gaining more recruits for his Institute,

but he had won over the Archbishop of the Diocese and was also winning over

to his way of life such priests as S6on, Bourdin and Pompallier. When Fr.

Bourdin later wrote a few memoirs on how Champagnat had set up his

Institute, one of the first things he wrote was how greatly the people of

Lavalla Parish admired Marcellin, in spite of the fact that so much of

his time was spent on such work as making nails with his Brothers.(95) It

is significant that when Marcellin compiled his first set of "Rules" for

his Brothers (in 1837) he stipulated that everyone, including all Superiors,

must do some manual work. It is also worth noting that, in these same

Rules, Marcellin stipulated that the Brothers were never to set up an

establishment in any commune which did not provide them with both a garden

for the Brothers and a play-ground for the pupils.(96) Marcellin, in many

respects, was obviously a man ahead of his time.

Yet, although he lived with the Brothers, ate the same food as they

did, outdid them all in manual work,(97) had them democratically elect

their first Superior, (98) and took care to always consult them before any

changes were made to their way of living,(99) he could also most forcibly

demand something if he felt sure it must be done even if some Brothers were

in opposition to such a change; as was revealed by the strength of his

will in the matter of the serge stockings. We have nothing written

either by Marcellin himself or any Brother living at that time to explain

in depth what caused Champagnat to act in such an unusual fashion. Never-

theless, it is a fact that the ultra-conservatism of many in authority

under Charles X had already caused unrest in France. Already there were

signs of revolt, and naturally many in authority felt that strong measures

were needed to crush the growing spirit of materialism and liberalism.

The previous year Marcellin had spoken strongly against those Brothers who

were leading too free a life with outsiders and were often absent without

permission.(100) It seems that his strong stand on the stockings was

largely influenced by his desire to curb within his Institute the growing

95. M. Bourdin, "Notes de M. Bourdin sur les origines des frêres maristes

1815-1826", FMS Archives, c.1830, p. 7.

96. "Regle de 1837", FMS Archives, Rome.

97. "Notes du F. Laurent sur le P. Champagnat", FMS_Arch
)
ves, casier 1,

dossier 26, c.1842, p. 4.
98. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 58.
99. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 227
100. Avit, op. cit., p. 53.
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materialistic attitudes of the time. The great victory of the Liberals

in the French Government Elections of 1827, with the new Minister of

the Interior, Martignac, expelling the Jesuits from their eight schools

in France in 1828,(101) had caused considerable unrest in the Catholic

Church in France.(102) It is only when one has made a study of French

society at this time that one is able to make any judgment of Marcellin's

unbending action concerning the Brothers' stockings.

On 12th September 1829, Champagnat received a letter from Fr.

Cattet (Vicar-General) giving Diocesan approval for a religious clothing

ceremony to be held at the Hermitage. This same letter gave approval to

Marcellin's requests to have the Brothers both profess and renew their vows

publicly in the community and for the erection of an altar in honour of

St. Joseph in the Hermitage Chapel, whilst Fr. Pompallier was afforded

full priestly powers for his work with the Brothers.(103) This same Vicar-

General, about three weeks later sent a further letter to Marcellin, both

to commend him on the good results that had been forthcoming from his

annual retreats for his Brothers, and also to advise him not to go ahead

with further extensions or even repair work, so that he would be able to

remit, as soon as possible, the debts outstanding at the Hermitage.(104)

He made reference to the political uncertainty of the time: "... We don't
know what may happen ..."(105) Further to previous correspondence from

the Diocesan Council, on 22nd October that year they notified Fr. Seon that

he was to go to Charlieu to investigate the proposed new location of the

school there (106) and report to them on whether the Brothers would be

101. D. Rops, L'Eglise des Revolutions, Paris, 1960, p.291.
102. "L'éMotion fut considerable dans toute l'Eglise de France". (Ibid,
p. 298).
103. In the Catholic Church, a priest may not legally use his full priestly
powers (e.g. the sacrament of Reconciliation) until he has gained such
approval from the local Diocesan Bishop.
104. "Lettres de M. Cattet au P. Champagnat", FMS Archives,Rome, 124/3:
31 sept 1829.
105. Ten months later, the July Revolution and the anti-clerical laws
that followed, prove that Cattet was justified in his caution.
106. Brothers who taught at this school, founded by Courveille in 1824,

had previously been housed by the local Mayor, with the school building
nearby. On 8th July 1829 the "Econome" of the St. Irenaeus Seminary at
Lyons had agreed to allow Champagnat's Brothers to use part of the seminary
building the Diocese possessed at Charlieu, with the new school area also
to be located there. This school would be due to commence in early November.
(Archives de l'archev8ch6 de Lyon, reg. delib. 6, p. 163).
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sufficiently well-housed.(l07) Cattet, in a letter to Champagnat, told

him that the Diocesan Council could not see why so many changes and

repairs, at such expense, were being requested for this school.(108)

Champagnat, who would have had a better understanding than Cattet of

the school's needs, wanted many alterations to the old seminary before

he undertook the ten-year lease of the property.

During this year's Annual Retreat for the Brothers in October,

three Registers were initiated:for Brothers taking the soutane,(109)

for those taking their first temporary vows, and for those taking perpet-

ual vows.(110) In addition to the greater number who simply renewed

their temporary vows, ten young postulants received their soutanes and

thus began their novitiate training in religious life, whilst two Brothers

took perpetual vows.

Two letters that were written towards the end of 1829 deserve our

attention. On 2nd November, Abbe Louis Querbes, a priest who was also

founding a congregation of teaching clerics named "Clercs de Saint-

Viateur", wrote to Archbiship de Pins a letter which asserted the viewpoint

that Querbes (111) felt that he was quite justified in having commenced

his own congregation of teaching Brothers in spite of the existence of

107. As a result of Seon's report, the Diocesan Council told Fr. Terrel,
Parish Priest of Charlieu, to go ahead with the arrangements that Champagnat
desired. (Ibid, p. 165).
108. Champagnat had written that the Brothers must be housed "decently and
securely".
109. That is, for Postulants who would be commencing their Novitiate
training.
110. The first date on these registers was 11th October 1829. Those who
had previously taken vows were asked to enter the details; thus we have a
valuable source of information on some of the early Brothers. ("Reg. des
voeux temp.", p. 1. FMS Archives, Rome).
111. Querbes, in 1824, had asked Courveille to send him one of the Lavalla
Marist Brothers to teach young boys in his Parish of Bourles (Rhone); but
he was told that the Marist Brothers would never send a single Brother
since there must be at least two. Querbes understood, but decided a cong-
regation should be founded that would send single teachers to backward
areas. (L. Querbes, Circulaires du Pere Louis Querbes, fondateur de la
Congregation des Clercs de Saint-ViateUFT1831-1859), Lyons, 1959,—IrRipport
au cardinal de Bonald, le 2 juillet", p. 32.
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other congregations engaged in similar work.(112).

"...The Diocese o6 Lyons and its sunnoundings have such
a vast 6ietd 6ot4uchwonk.s o zeat..."(113).

In this letter he mentioned that he had recently had a visit from Champag-

nat and that he himself had the intention to go to Champagnat's Hermitage

to see for himself the outstanding benefits "that God had bestowed on

this Institute for its help with children, all accomplished by the out-

standing work of this man-of-God, Champagnat".(114) The other letter was

one from Vicar-General Cattet to Fr. Pompallier (the new chaplain at the

Hermitage) telling him that the Archbishop was beginning to become

interested in the establishment of the new society of priests to be named

"Marist Fathers".(115) Cattet also insisted, stressing that religious

instruction was more important than anything else, that Pompallier was to

give his utmost assistance to the Brothers at the Hermitage so as to help

them in their formation as catechists.(116).

We may sum up the 1820s as having been a period in which Champagnat

had firmly established something that, to his mind, met a crying need for

many children in France. Admittedly, there had been in France a tremendous

revival in the religious field during the Restoration period. For instance,

religious houses for women increased from 1,829 in 1815, to 2,875 in 1830(117)

New religious societies for men were also increasing, though to a lesser

extent and, because of the politico-religious difficulties mentioned above,

few gained legal approval. It was not only Fesch's diocese of Lyons that

had troubles for new congregations: the French Government was attempting to

annul the Napoleonic Concordat and return to the relations between Church

and State that had prevailed under the "ancien regime" but the terms of the

Concordat were too favourable for the Papacy to abandon. The French Govern-

ment and most of the Catholic Church hierarchy in France believed in

112. Other such societies included De La Salle Brothers, Brothers of the
Holy Spirit, Brothers of St. Joseph, Marist Brothers.
113. Archives des Clercs de Saint-Vaiteur, "Documents Querbes", Vol. 1,

p. 130. (Note 65).
114. Ibid.
115. "Lettres Cattet", FMS Archives, 2 dëcembre 1829. This was the first
time that any Diocesan authority had put in writing any favourable disposit-

ion of the Lyons Diocese towards the formation of "Marist Fathers".
116. Ibid.
117. A. Cobban, A History of Modern France, Vol. 2 (1799-1871), 2nd Edition,
Middlesex, 1965, p. 82.
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Gallicanism, and this was perhaps the strongest reason for the expulsion

of the Jesuits from their schools in 1828.(118) The religious revival
was working to the benefit of Rome and likewise Archbishop de Pins and

Father Champagnat were definitely "ultra-montane". Perhaps Marcellin

could sense that another Revolution was in the offing. Was his strong

stance in such issues as the stockings and his promotion of "obedience"
in his Brothers during the Retreats in 1828 and 1829 his method of

enforcing the strength of his Institute to enable it to withstand probable
troubles ahead?

All we can say for certain is that the French Revolution of 1830

was going to cause serious troubles to many sections of the Catholic Church
in France. Yet, even though at times under great threat, having his

Institute's legal authorisation refused by the new revolutionary government,

even having troops invade the Hermitage to search for supposedly armed

opponents of the new government, Marcellin's Institute weathered the anti-

religious storm in a remarkably solid fashion. Some Brothers wanted to

abandon wearing their religious costume, but Champagnat put all his faith

in God and Mary and would countenance no half-measures.

118. Daniel-Rops,  'Eglise des Revolutions, Paris, 1960, p. 298.
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CHAPTER NINE

THE 1830 REVOLUTION AND ITS AFTERMATH 

As the year 1830 began, uppermost in Marcellin's mind was

undoubtedly a renewed attempt to gain legal authorisation for his

Institute of Brothers. He would have heard that Abbe Querbes had

obtained government authorisation for his Institute on 10th January of

this year. (1) Marcellin's renewed attempt had probably been delayed

somewhat by the fact that in January his old friend Jean-Claude Colin,

"mindful of the impact on Belley of the visit of Champagnat and

Courveille in the summer of 1825", (2) had asked Marcellin to return

to Belley for the college retreat in January 1830. Marcellin took

with him the gifted speaker Father Bourdin and the "tall, handsome,

polished Pompallier". (3) They had created ahimpression, inducing the

Bishop of Belley to ask Marcellin to allow Bourdin and Pompallier to

return for the Lenten sermons in his diocese, whilst Colin had written

to Champagnat on 25th January suggesting that with the growing number

of priests that Champagnat was attracting to the Marist cause, it seemed

appropriate that a renewed attempt be made to set up the main centre of

the society of Marist Priests in Lyons Diocese. (4)

Thus it was not until February that Marcellin had approached the

Diocesan Council for a renewed attempt at legal authorisation. On 10th

February the Diocesan Council agreed that Champagnat's request be carried

out. (5) Thus, on 18th February, Vicar-General Cattet wrote to

Marcellin an encouraging letter for the attempted legal authorisation;

though in the same letter he inforinedMarcellin that the proposal from

Colin for a combined society of Marist priests from both Lyons and

Belley Dioceses contained problems that the Lyons Diocese could not

discount. (6)

1,	 Br. G. Michel, Chronolo ie de l'Institut des Freres Maristes des 

Ecoles, Rome, 1976, p.
2. A. Hosie, Anonymous Apostle, New York, 1967, p. 112.

3. Ibid, p. 112.

4. "25 janvier 1830. - Lettre de Jean-Claude Colin A M. Champagnat",

J. Coste & G. Lessard, Origines Maristes, Vol. 1, Rome, 1960, Document 209:
D'après l'expedition autographe, arch. privêes Durand, Chasseley (Rhone):
p. 483.
5. Archives de l'archevéchê de Lyon, reg. dêlib. 6, p. 179.

6. e res •e	 a e au	 ampagnat", FMS Archives, Rome, 124/4
(18 fev 1830).
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Champagnat, of course, had always envisaged his Marist Brothers as forming

but one section of a large Society of Mary in which "Marist Fathers" would

be the integral section. Such a note from Cattet would simply signify to

Marcellin that God was not yet ready for the priestly section to generate,

but that was to be no obstacle to his furtherance of his own project of

Marist Brothers. A few days later Cattet wrote a more urgent letter to

Marcellin, asking him to submit without delay the present statutes of

his Institute so that legal authorisation procedures could proceed as

soon as possible. (7) This was followed, next month, by Cattet's request

to Marcellin that he also send a copy of the Statutes to the Prefect of

Loire. This letter indicated that this Prefect, Mr. De Chaulieu,

intended to speak very favourably about Marcellin's schools, mentioning

that they were "models for the Department". (8)

It so happened that Archbishop de Pins had been given a peerage by

Prime Minister Villele in November 1827. (9) He now decided (1830) to

use this extra prestige by going himself to Paris, there to put the case

for Champagnat's Institute before the government ministers. On 24th May

this Archbishop returned triumphantly to Lyons where he told Champagnat

that his Statutes, with some minor alterations, would be certain to gain

approval. (10) Marcellin readily approved the necessary minor changes

and on 9th June had these Statutes sent again to Paris. (11) De Pins

again assured Marcellin that they would certainly be approved and given

to the King for his signature. (12)

7. FMS Archives, loc. cit. 124/5 (25 fe y 1830)
8. FMS Archives, loc. cit. 124/6 (30 mars 1830)
9. It was to become effective on 1st January 1828 and it gave a
pension of 12,000 francs. This was a large pension if one considers
that, in 1890, a French Army General's pension was 9,000 francs.
(Information given to the author by Pierre Zind at Macon, 1981)
10. "Lettres de M. Cattet au P. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome,
24/7 (24 mai 1830)
11. P.Zind, Les Nouvelles Congregations de Freres Enseignants en 
France de 1800 a 1830, St. Genis-Laval (near Lyons), 1969, Vol. 2,
P. 640.
12. Br. Jean-Baptiste, Vie de Joseph-Benott-Marcellin Champagnat,
Vol. 1, Lyons, 1856, p. 207.
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Providence had usually smiled favourably on Champagnat whenever seemingly

insurmountable difficulties had been in his path. On this occasion,

however, the long-awaited smiles were suddenly extinguished' by an

explosion that, for most French people, was completely unexpected. (13)

Admittedly, Charles X's loyal right-wing party in the Chamber of Deputies,

headed by Villele, had been struggling against an almost equal number

of Deputies who formed what was labelled the "liberal opposition". (14)

In 1829 the King had appointed Polignac as his chief minister and, on

this person's advice, new elections were called for June and July of

1830. The opposition, which had gained much support through its appeal

to anti-clericalism, (15) had a landslide victory - gaining 274 seats

against 143 for the government. This was not a revolution. As Cobban

has put it:

"The iatt o4 the tast Bourbon king o4 France was so Litt&

detamined by the nature 04 things,that in spite oi the

acute stnuggte overt. etexicAtZsm Lt took atmort inconceivabte

imbeatity on the part t o6 Chatees X and his ministen to

king it about". (16)

Rather than choose a moderate Ministry, Polignac, in the name

of the King, issued the Four Ordinances of 25th July:

1. puhtications must have government apptovat.

2. The newly elected Chamber 	 dbszotved.

3. The itanchize wit-E. be Aeztiticted to the upper

botageoizie (about 25% o4 those who had voted
paeviousty).

4. New etectionis wile take peace.

13. A. Cobban, A History of Modern France, Vol. 2:1799-1871, 2nd
edition, Middlesex, 1965, p. 88.
14. Daniel-Rops, L'Eglise des Revolutions, Paris, 1960, p. 297.
15. Cobban, op. ct., p. 87.
16. Ibid, p. 88.
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The events of the next five days are so mind-boggling to any student of

history that it is doubtful if any greater fiasco could be written, even

in fiction, of human stupidity. Suffice to say here that by 30th July

Charles X was on his way to exile in England, whilst the government that

fianally came to power after "les trois glorieuses" (17) was actually

conservative. There was still a King (Louis-Philippe), some minor

concessions were given to the people; (18) but perhaps the most significant

changes were in the field of religion. The abolition of "divine-right

monarchy" was accomplished, a severe blow to the strong Gallican faction

in the French church; Catholicism was no longer to be 'the religion of

the State', but the religion 'professed by the majority'. (19) The

decree to authorise Champagnat's Institute of teaching Brothers could not

now be signed by the King, so once again Marcellin had to experience the

disappointment of failing to gain this much-sought-after, and in the

long run so necessary, legalisation.

Naturally, with so many people in France having vivid memories -

either through personal experience or from what they had learnt - of the

Great Revolution of 1789-99, most of the Brothers were fearful of what

might happen. (20) Marcellin, who lived his whole life in accordance

with his strong faith, assembled them together and said,

"Be not 6Aightened! Don't be diistuAbed! Feats nothing
eithek {i on youAsetves on your ischootz. It	 God who
peAna,t, s and contAoa these evenbs. He dikectz them
and wilt make them tutn outs. Ocvoukabty tioA -those to
whom He hays given a vocation to do hi)s wokk. The
wicked have no powet but what He. ptecuse,s to give
them".

17. The three days of street-fighting in Paris.
18. The "tricolore" flag was restored, censorship abolished, the king
had no power to veto laws, the upper chamber was no longer hereditary,
whilst all males who paid tax of at least 200 francs annually could
vote (just over 2% of population).

19. Cobban, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 97.

20. Br. Avit, Abrege des Annales de Frére Avit, Rome, 1972. (FMS
Archives, Rome; originally 9 cahiers. 860 pages: but in 1884 arranged
into 5 volumes), Vol. 1, p. 55.	 (It is to be noted that Avit did not
always write things in correct chronological order, hence the page
references could be confusing to anyone who has not seen the only existing
copies in the FMS Archives, Rome). Since Louis Philippe was a Voltarian,
many Catholics could not accept him as their lawful sovereign.
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Then for those Brothers who had been advocating the wearing of secular

clothing as a protection against attack, he added:

"The ptecautionz that you ought to take ane to lean nothing,
to be wize and citcumzpect -Ln your deatingz with othet
peopte ass wee ass with the chiedten. Make sure you have
nothing at aU to do with poUticz, -(21) tive clozely
united to God, tedoubte your zeat ,6ot the good education o6
children including their Chn4.ztian Inzttuction and, taztey,
put att. your tnurt Ln God. your tetigiouz costume ,us gout
best zaieguand. Leave welt atone the ctothing o6 the would;
it can no move pnezenve you {'tom dungen than coutd a
cobweb. No doubt, you zee many peopte who ate ataAmed
and haunted by Meatus iSon the Wune o5 tetigiouz Societiez;
do not zhate .then anxiety, and don't be ttoubt.ed by
whatevet they tett you. Cat to mind these wotdz o6
the Gozpet: 'The veny ha-has o .6 yout head are numbeted,
and not one o6 them w-L 6att without the penmizzion o6
your Heaveny Fathet'. (22) Do not 4otget that you
have Many ion pnotecttezz, and that -she ,us ass -stung
ass an army zet -into battle". (23)

In fact, Marcellin was so unmoved by the political upheavals that
on the great Feast Day of Mary on 15th August he received further

postulants into his Institute and clothed them on that day with the

religious costume. (24) Of course, no one could be completely

oblivious to the social upheavals taking place in France; so that,

early in August when Marcellin had assembled the Brothers and given them

the above address, he had also told them that their first prayer together

each day would henceforth be the "Salve Regina". (25)

21. It is significant that when Marcellin framed his first written
list of Rules for the Brothers, one of these was not to meddle in Politics.
22. Gospel of St. Matthew: X, 30.

23. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, pp. 207, 208.
24. Br. Sylvestre, Mmoires, FMS Archives, Rome 1974 polycopie:
originally compiled 1886-7, p. 146.
25. A traditional prayer to Oar' Lady known in English as the "Hail,
Holy Queen".
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He mentioned that this would normally be sung and would be sure to obtain

for them Mary's strong protection for no good mother forsakes the pleas

of her children. (26)

It seemed to the Brothers that they had good reason to obtain

extraordinary aid from some source. Bands of radical people were parading

the streets of the neighbouring towns, singing both revolutionary and

anti-religious songs. (27)	 News must have reached the Brothers that

the Catholic seminaries at Metz, Lille and Nimes had been sacked by

anti-clerical mobs. (28) In many places reports became public of

many priests who had taken to the streets wearing their soutanes

having been insulted, threatened and at times physically attacked.

Several times mobs had been talking of going to the dermltage, t3

pull the cross from the spire and destroy every other emblem of

religion. (29) On Sunday afternoon, a few people ran to the Hermitage

to warn the Brothers that a mob of such vandals was on its way. One

of the priest-chaplains advised Marcellin to send all the Brothers

out of the house. (30) However, Marcellin's response revealed

his extraordinary faith in God:

"Why take them outzide? What have they to Aean nelLe?
Come, Lei cus att cumembte in the chaps and 6ing
Veoeu, and fuecommend outuoetve,o to God; theise peopee
can do w no haAm without God' ,6 peAmiozion". (31)

The Brothers very quietly chanted Vespers and they wet not at all

disturbed by the mob. (32)

26..	 Today, 1983, this is still	 dpi (y t i-si	 nraver of

the Marist Brothers: and it is stir 1 ,ft(=:1 ,untj. 1 ., as
the year of its introduction, but it ',LEIB that B.. ,1 ,-, d,1-2aptiste is
more likely correct when he menti-As 1830, (Br. J an-Baptiste, VIE,
Vol. 2, 1856, Lyons, p. 113.)
27. Avit, op. cit., p. 56.
28. Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 415.

29. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 146.
30. Avit, op. cit., p. 56

31. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE.	 -1	 2:)9,

32. Sylvestre, op. cit.,
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However, the whole affair was not yet over. A short time afterwards

reports circulated at St. Chamond to the effect that the Hermitage was

filled with arms and that the Brothers had a militar, 	 n c-lch

evening. (33) Rumours also began circulating to the ec'ect

Brothers had hidden certain "marquis" with the view to raising a

counter-revolution. (34) Such reports reached the government and 't

was felt that some action must be taken. The Hermitage was soon vie'Led

by the Crown Prosecutor at the head of a company of troops. (35) When

the door was opened by Brother Jean-Joseph, (36) he was asked by the

Crown Prosecutor, "We believe you have a 'marquis' here! Is that so?"

The Brother replied, "I don't know what you mean by a 'marquis'; but

Father Champagnat will be able to tell ru i f there is one here; just

wait a moment and I will get him". (37) The Crow P PLIsec;Aor s',t?d,

"We know you've got one here!" and he walked into the na./. ! ou- refisirg

to wait at the door. As the Brother met Champagnat and was t'y ng to

tell him what the man wanted, the Crown Prosecutor said Inadli "Monsieur

l'Abbê, I am the Crown Prosecutor". Marcellin replied, 'A great hThour

for us, I assure you", but then he noticed the soldiers surrounding the

house and he added, also in a loud voice, "'Monsieur le Procure:Lir' I see

you are not along. I know what you want. Well, !make su re you male

a thorough search, so that you will really find out for sure whethe

we have any nobles or other suspected pe rsons hidden he re, or any ',/eapons.

You have been told, I suppose, that we have cellars; well, let us visit

them first". The Crown Prosecutor and two of his T .:1 ►;	 Tellars;

but this official was already t,20,:-.) nu ors vlced 	 Ch3meogiat's

attitude and tone of voice thae 	 r„-,	 his govariTnnt	 r-:ca vf!J

were false. So he then mentioned 13 Mlrcell i n that he '::"ought:, 	 had

seen enough. Marcellin replied, ": e	 ypu mvst sec 	 ,ry'hina,otherwise

33. Perhaps Courveille's printed	 the 	 Prospectus
(1824), in which he showed that he wia, ali for the -,-ddiulJlal Bourbon
monarchy, earned the Hermitage the siep 4 eion that surfaai in 1830.
34. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 210.
35. Avit, op. cit., p. 56.
36. In his VIE Br. Jean-Baptiste wcY:e that this pas-tiea,- door-keeper

Brother was a very simple soul. 	 ( kJ1F, vol. 1, p. 	 (.;,,0-1v*i.?r, this

piece of extra documentary êvide s ,	 not really	 W?y-	 .mead

what this Brother was reported
	

Sdid , :iu(ing this ineij-lc.

37. In the only three documents
	

HIS AOi ye3 that deal with this
event, the author Sylvestre is exLr,7,	 y bref .	 1;,ie; most of the
incidents but omits any actual word
	

dt	 4"iiiist	 Lan-

Baptiste gave the event great spj
	 '0,ro y3-, do..; 	 t,e:/ reportedly

spoke. Hence, the description 	 9iven 
i 

th ,	 ;afgey based
on his account. Wherever appropriate, material has been :,aken fru; Br.

Avit who gave the actual name of the Brother who was on tAe Joor. Avit,
op. cit., p. 56).
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people will still say that we keep arms and suspected persons hidden

here".

The Crown Prosecutor told two of his soldiers to follow Champagnat

and search the rest of the building, while he retired to the parlour and

waited. As Champagnat was showing the soldiers the rest of the building,

they came to a door that was locked. It happened to be the bedroom of

one of the chaplains who was absent at the time and had taken the key of

his room with him.	 (38) In Br. Jean-Baptiste's VIE his long account

reached its laughable climax when he wrote that Champagnat, determined

to show everything to the soldiers - and in spite of the soldiers' wish

to bypass that door, said, "No! No! Give me an axe to break open the

door; we must get in so that everyone will be satisfied". (39) It

was written that the only articles they saw in this room were a vwr bed,

a small table and an old chair. 	 (40) The search completed, Marcellin

invited the Crown Prosecutor to remain for a while for some refresh-

ments. He readily agreed and the soldiers willingly joined in, on

Marcellin's invitation. (41) The Crown Prosecutor apologise: for the

unpleasant business of having to make the visit, adding, "Fear not,

Monsieur l'Abbê, I promise you this visit will be for your good'. Then,

noticing an unfinished building belonging to the Hermitage, he added,

"You must finish that building"; to which Marcellin replied, 'There is

very little encouragement, just now, to go on with works of that sort,

38. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, P. 211.
39. Nowadays, the community living at the Hermitge ccr'i6er f Tost
unlikely that Champagnat would hav,:? burst open a 6.7 ,nr w i th an ae	 7t
seems that the locks on the doors inside the house were never very

solid ones and even if Marcellin cfld not have another key of th .-A door,
he could have fairly easily prised it open with a piece of metal. Some
have said that Br. Jean-Baptiste could never have written "axe' and
have supposed it occurred because of the bad trans1,:Aii
hyperimaginative mind: but the acti!al words in the oriirai edition of
Br. Jean-Baptist'e VIE were: 	 "Nor, ron', repliqua	 )i ;alit
que nous entrions; donnez-moi une hackie ; afin que j'Efor ,:.2 la porte...'"
(VIE, p. 211). Yet, in French, to put a key in a doorlock is, "enfoncer
le clef dans la serrure" - hence "enfoncer" has not always the idea
of violent action. Perhaps "une hache" referred to a small trademan's
axe which such men carry in their belt. We must concur that there was
an absence of violence since Br. Jean-Baptiste wrote that the door opened

"en un instant".
40. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 	 p. 211.
41. Avit, op. cit., p. 63.
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while they are pulling down crosses". (42)

42.	 Avit. op. cit., p. 55.
Brs. Jean-Baptiste and Sylvestre wrote that the local newspaper

Le Stephanois published the report of the Crown Prosecutor and that it
was highly commendatory of Father Champagnat and his community.
Unfortunately, that particular issue of the paper is no longer extant.
However, the Paris daily, L'Ami de la Religion of 1st September 1831
(No. 1835) did make reference to the incident. The article, much
shortened for insertion in a newspaper of national circulation, is still
quite interesting. It stated:
"At a kilometre from St. Chamond (District of St. Etienne) on a rock called
the Hermitage, three priests have built with their own hands some poor
cells and spend their time in prayer and the education of some young men
destined to spread their teachings to country places. All live by
the work of their hands; the priests sometimes help in neighbouring
parishes and are known throughout these areas for their absence cf luxury,
their straight-forwardness and their charity. Recently they were
greatly astonished to have the Crown Prosecutor arrive with eight
soldiers. But these latter were the more astonished when they had entered
and seen this quiet retreat. They found nothing but emblems of piety
and poverty. Also,one is told that they were deeply touched by the
appearance of such solitude and the good spirit that reigned there
where they were kindly welcomed and given every assistance. When they
were leaving they told the superior of the Marist Brothers that their
visit would be more useful than disagreeable for him. One trusts that
this visit will have dispelled the suspicions that had been brought up
so as to set authority against a congregation that offers only the
example of perfect virtues that religion alone is able to achie%e..
(pp. 214, 215).
We might note, concerning the above, these points:
I. At that time the Hermitage had the aspect of a craggy rock.
(Fr. Bourdin's drawing, reproduced in Bulletin de l'Institut des Petits 
Freres  de Marie, No. 208, shows this clearly).
2. This article is almost certainly a summary of what had appeor
the Crown Prosecutor's Report in Lt Stephanois. Hence },he. mertier
"poor cells" is easy to understand since both Br. Jean-Baptiste and
Sylvestre mention, after Champagnat had opened the locked door, 'The
door opens to reveal a poor bed, a small table and a chi r " (dean-
Baptiste) - "... one or two chairs, a poor bed and a poor table" (S.)
(Thanks to Br. G. Michel who discovered this article 	 c,

of  L'Ami de la Religion.)
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Anti-clericalism, which had been a major plank in the revolutionary

movement of 1830, brought about the suppression of the 1,500 francs subsidy

that had been paid to Champagnat ever since 1826. (43) Nevertheless,

anti-clericalism in France at this time quickly vanished after its first

flush of success. (44) The historian Tocqueville wrote that the liberals

themselves soon recognized "l'utilit6 politique d'une religion". (45)

However, as we shall soon see, there will ensue a real struggle in trance

between supporters of opposing viewpoints on the education of the young.

The last government of Charles X had issued an abortive law reorganising

the teaching services. (46) Guizot (Minister of Public Instruction),

in 1833, repeated the effort in a law framed to organise primary schooling

on a nation-wide scale for the first time in France. (47) This was to

have marked effects on Champagnat's Institute and its schools, 	 we

shall see below.

Returning first to 1830, we shall notice that Marcellin sent a

circular to all his Brothers on 10th September, informing them that they

were to make their Annual Retreats in their own houses under the direction

of the local Parish Priests. (48) According to Brother Avit, Marcellin

had ordered them to stay near their schools so as to prevent their possible

replacement by lay teachers. (49) 	 Since Marcellin had recently suffered

a third refusal of authorisation and since the July Revolution's anti-

clerical ideology contained a strongly emphasized drive against religious

schools, his precaution in this case is understandable. In spite of the

great progress being made by his Institute, it had all been done witout

any legal authorisation and he well understood that the government of

the "Restoration Period" had tended to offer concessions, albeit minor,

to the "Left" more readily in education than in other sections of

government administration.	 (50) In any case, all	 '	 e n s retained

their positions in their various schools. (51) Charagnd-,: nlinse 	 in

43. Avit, op. cit., p. 55.
44. In addition to what has already been noted above, we might note that
divorce was legalized, government money would no longer be given to
seminaries and there would be no further government support for missions.
(Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 415)
45. "Religion is useful for politics".	 (Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 417.

46. Cobban, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 125.

47. Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 418.

48. "Lettre de P. Champagnat a Frêre Antoine, le 10 septembre 1840",
Circulaires des Supdrieurs G6n6raux de l'Institut des Petits Freres de 
de Marie, Vol, 1 (1817-1848), Lyons, 1914, p. 156/

49. Avit, op. cit., p. 64
50. Cobban, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 88.
51. Avit, op. cit., p. 64.
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the month of September, went to Belley with the other priests of the

Hermitage, to join in a Retreat with those priests in Belley Diocese who

had Marist aspirations. (52)

For the last month of this momentous year, 1830, only two items are

worth mentioning in this brief history of the period as far as it concerned

Marcellin. On the first day of the month, the Diocesan Council appointed

the young Father Jacques Fontbonne to become an additional chaplain at

the Hermitage. (53) Since this young man had strong aspirations towards

being a member of a future society of Marist Fathers, (54) he would

undoubtedlyhave readily assisted Marcellin in his work with the Brothers.

Before his arrival, Fathers Bourdin, Seon and Pompallier had got together

and had both orally and in writing voted Champagnat as the recognized

"Superior" of the "Marist Fathers" in the Lyons Diocese. (55) However,

what undoubtedly revealed the growing admiration for Champagnat was a

communication from Vicar-General Cattet, on 18th December, informing

Marcellin that the Archbishop's Council had appointed him "Superior

of the Society of Mary" for the diocese of Lyons. Part of the letter

read:

... Today the Society oA Many iz becoming veky impottant

and it zeem4 that Pnovidence wo h eo to newand youA zeat

thtough a Aukthek expanz ion oA your wonJz in this diocae

Ate the waats and Bnothenz in the Society oA Maity afte

to obey you ass thein Aathen	 Thee wite be no pubtic

announcement oA your new titte zince thiz cowed cauze

VLoubte Atom OWL enemiez, but neventhetezz you wilt
neatly be necognized ass thein zpinituat zupenion by
ate members oA your Society. ..." (56)

52. "Lettre de Jean-Claude Collin a M. Champagnat", Archives generales 
des Beres maristes, Rome, 10 Septembre 1830, 233.2. We might note that
at this Retreat, Champagnat organised a secret vote to elect a superior
for the Marist Fathers and Jean-Claude Colin was elected. (Hosie, op. cit.,

p. 115).
53. J. Coste & G. Lessard, Origines Maristes, Vol. 4, Rome. 1967, p. 281.

54. In 1828, whilst curate at Saint-Laurent-d'Agny he had been
instrumental in the organising of a small group of three young women into
becoming Marist Sisters. ("Lettre de M. Champagnat a mere Saint-Joseph:
envoi de trois jeunes filles de Saint-Laurent-d'Agny a Bon-Repos", Archives 
generales des Ores maristes, Rome, dossier Champagnat, Fin aunt 1832.

55. "Proces-Verbal de la Reunion des confreres de l'Hermitage et de
l'élection de M. Champagnat comme recteur provincial", Archives generales 
des Ores maristes, Rome, 311.31.
56. "Lettre de M. Cattet a M. Champgnat, lui annoncant sa nomination comme
superiers de la Societe de Marie", Circulaires des Superieurs Generaux de 
l'Institut des Petits Freres de Marie, Vol. 1, (1817-1848), Lyons, 1914

(FMS Archives, Rome), pp. 161, 161.
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Undoubtedly, Champagnat's tremendous courage and unswerving adherence.

to religious practices during the troubled times of 1830 had tremendously

enhanced his reputation in the church. The publication of the Crown

Prosecutor's Report on the Hermitage must have inspired many who read it.

For instance, the Crown Prosecutor had not only discounted all false

reports that had been circulating concerning the Hermitage, but he included

in his article lengthy sections of very high praise for Marcellin's

establishment and the work being done there by its inhabitants. (57) It

has been said that the fact that the Hermitage had been built in a low-lying

valley, not in a high and conspicuous location like most churches and

priests' establishments, had also been a factor in its exemption from the

widespread anti-clerical vandalism.

At any rate, although no new schools were founded by Marcellin during

1830, his Institute had seemingly weathered the stormy period. During the

year ten new men had been received into the Institute, whilst four members

had died. (58) Also, during this year, each Brother had been given a

handwritten copy of Marcellin's proposed Rules for the Institute. (59)

Marcellin's plan was not to publish officially the Institute's rules until

each Brother had been able to let Marcellin know what his thoughts were

on each proposed article and, since it would not be until 1837 that

Marcellin published the first official set of rules, it is obvious that

he was giving the Brothers plenty of time to test his proposals. (60)

It was typical of Marcellin that during the winter season of 1330-31,

a winter which also happened to be an exceptionally severe one for this area

of France, (61) this man so recently praised by so many people - both

secular and religious, would be discovered doing rigorous manual work

outdoors. Marcellin, with his nephew Philippe Arnaud and several of the

Brothers, cut down trees and smashed away large amounts of rock so as to

57. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 212.
58. Avit, p. cit., p. 58.
59	 Michel, op. cit., p. 53. One copy has been preserved and is in
the FMS Archives.
60.	 Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 227.
61	 Avit, op. cit., p. 55.

On 30th November 1830 there occurred the death of Pope Pius VIII.
On 2nd February 1831 Pope Gregory XVI was elected to this highest post
in the Catholic Church.
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make a really good and large terraced area on the eastern hillside of the

Hermitage property. (62) Marcellin, always interested in being able to

provide healthy recreational activities for young people at the Hermitage,

was having this new terraced area constructed for this purpose. It is also

typical that he did not content himself with only one such work, but during

this same period he saw to the construction of the "infirmerie" (63) for

sick Brothers at the Hermitage. (64)

Probably Marcellin, in his zeal for manual work, had the belief that

it was good for the health. If so, he was acting wisely, because the really

bad results that came forth from the 1830 Revolution in the field of

religious education, were soon thrusting obstacles onto the work of

Marcellin's Institute that would test his strength to the utmost. At

the end of 1830 it seemed that all might turn out all right after all for

the Catholic school system. As mentioned above, the first wave of anti-

clericalism seemed to have spent its energy and in its wake there seemed

to develop a toleration of the resulting status guo: but the oncoming

springtime of 1831 seemingly infused further energy into the anti-clerical

forces. On 18th April a royal ordinance was issued to the effect that

non-authorised teachers in religious schools would be conscripted for

military service. (65) Marcellin's failure to have gained legality of

his Institute was now about to put it under real strain. In several places

the Brothers were to be compelled to leave their children, attend military

drill and to mount guard. (66) In some districts this situation was to

continue for some years (67)

This was but one of Marcellin's current problems. Before the 1830

Revolution Marcellin and his Brothers were in favour with the civil

62. Avit, p. cit., p. 62. He engaged stonemasons to build the strong
retaining walls. (Their accounts may still be seen in the Hermitage
archives.)
63. The Infirmary would be an area set aside with beds, medical equipment
and Brothers to help the sick. This Infirmary is till in existence at the
Hermitage today and is currently (1983) occupied by several old Brothers,
plus a couple of younger ones whose disabilities have confined them to'
wheelchairs. A new infirmary was established in 1834.
64. Michel, op. cit., p. 54

65. Ibid, p. 54.
66. In the French "National Guard".

67. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 219.
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authorities of Loire. The new Prefect, mayors and councillors brought to

power after the Revolution, generally had ideas on education opposite

to those of the men whom they replaced. For instance, the District

Council (Arrondissement) of St. Etienne stated:

Att ake pteamd with the De La Sate Bnothenz. ... It
not the same with the biltte Bnothenz o4 Many whose hours e

o4 education -cis at St. Mantin-en-Coadteux. (68) Thee
Buthenz ane very ignonant. The taztondi_nancewh,i.ch
oubjected att 6tudent)s o4 them houzez to the examina-tions
o4 the Univeuity in (Aden_ .to teist them 4on dbspenzing
teaching diptomaz, ways a gi4t, a 6ekvice, a good Lunn;

i4 Ltis execution had been ptopekty cannied out, most
o4 the young Maitiot Bnothenz wowed have been kemoved
4kom public teaching. The Council wizhe9s that meazunes

be taken by the Univenzity to enzune that -thee examinatxunz
do notcontAinue ass an empty gonmaLi.ty." (69)

At Feurs, the anti-clerical Mayor Mr. Mondon (70) convoked an

extraordinary meeting of the municipal council at which he strongly

advocated that the Mutual teaching method (71) be used in all local

schools. All but two of the councillors went along with the Mayor and

signed his decree. (72) Prior to the above meeting, the Mayor had

written to Marcellin claiming the town could not afford any longer the

1,200 francs required for the three Brothers at the Feurs school.

Champagnat replied that he would accept but 400 francs from the town, would

look after the rest of the finances himself and would still teach for

no fees any poor children. The Mayor's reply was given at the above

municipal council meeting when he declared:

68. i.e. the Hermitage.
69. Archives de Mpartement de la Loire, N: Counseil General 1816-1832 -
Enseignement primaire: correspondance.
70. He replaced Pierre-Marie Assier who had been Mayor since 1815. Br.
Jean-Baptiste wrote that Champagnat and his Brothers had found Mayor Assier
to be most friendly and helpful. (VIE , Vol. 1, p. 206). One example of
Mondon's anti-clericalism was that he wanted to expel the Parish Priest
of Feurs (population 2,240 in 1830) from the Hotel Gaudin.
71. The Marist Brothers were using the Simultaneous Method, as was also
used by the De La Salle Brothers. In this method, all the pupils in a

particular class were taught at the same time by the teacher. The Mutual
Method consisted in the appointment of student"Honitors" and thus the
class became subdivided into many small groups. (See Appendix for details)
The Mutual Method began in 1815-16, was tried again after the 1830
Revolution, but in short time the setting up of classes with numerous
different standards rendered it useless in schools.
72. Registre des Deliberations de la mairie de Feurs, 23 mars 1831.
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"... that thus oiiet which appeau advantageous, cannot

be weighed against a teaching method veity much moite

expeditious, the advantages o4 which ate 4o great Oh
inhabitant)  o6 Fems...." (73)

When the Mayor informed Marcellin that his Brothers must leave,

Marcellin's reply included:

"... 1 note with resignation ... the dezttuction o6

the estabtishment o4 Btothms ,Ince I have made att.
the e66o&ts I ought to have made to save a school
who4e success was continuatCy incAea461g. The Recto,'
o4 the Univeksity	 ptomied me hi,s cooperation in

otdet to tegatize the Chtiistian teaching oA the
youth o6 Feut4.

Having teaAned o4 your' detibetation conceuilig the
sending away o4 out thiLee BAotheu ... I am inst/uct-

ing them to give back the 6unnituke that is the
ptopetty o4 the town into the hand6 a whomoevel

is tesponsibte, and to depa q t Ao q thwah 41om Feuts " (74)

The General Council of Loire in its 1831 session on Primary

Education continued the attack on Marcellin's schools. The new Prefect,

Scipion Mourgue, there stated:

"There ate 4ew Vepattements tche q e pnimaly Mucatio4
mote necessaAy than in Loi ,te	 " (then comes ar attack on the

deficiencies of the old regime - fanaticism, feudalisti r c knowledge of

French, people kept in ignorance to suit the nobility)

73. Ibid.
74. "Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, A RCL p. 189; 51.34: .. 04. 31

Br. Jean-Baptiste in his VIE wrote that the Brothers had to leave
Feurs because one of the Brothers had acted in a manner too freely with
a small boy and was immediately accused of serious faults. (VIE, Vol 1,
p. 112) Now that documentary evidence is available we can see the falseness

of the information previously written. The Brothers were being removed
because Marcellin would not allow them to adopt the Mutual Method of
teaching, much favoured by the revolutionaries of 1830. There is no
record of any moral charge against. Marist Brothers in those years
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"Such hays atmay6 been the 4y4tem 4ottowed by the 4otmet
admin,(14tAation: thus it 4avouted in the commune cr4
Doizieu (Izieu) neat St. Chamond the estabtishment o4
BtotheA4 caned Mat4istis ... but ass they wete not
tegatty authoki.sed, they have atmo4t att been abandoned
(75) ... (The Mat 4t Btothetz In4titute) .us att the Zess

wotthy o4 encoukagement in that it L pubticty known
that the subjects who come out o4 it ate o4 a deptotabte
-ignorance and tathet sekve the mote to guakantee a

waste ci4 time 4ot the chitdten than to set them on

the way to commonplace knowtedge.
Howevek, this institution shows a kind o4 desperate
eagerness to want to teach, and I have ptoo.4 o4 t1,6
()tom the tazh tesistance they made tatety at FeuAz to
the admission o4 the Mutuat Method, (a method) happily

ptotected by the 4itm entightened mayors o4 that town.
There, genttemen, be4oke yietding ptace to this
excatent method, they btoughtwhatthey cat theit
teaching, (76) which I think cowed be caned the
guarantee o4 ignokance on the cheap, 4n such a way
that 4.4, to maintain theik 6anaticat conttot, they
had to conduct the school 4ot nothing, they would
have done 4o. (77) ... I meet stupid tocat peopte
who want thi4 degtading system maintained; but it
demands too much on ptimaAy teachetz, and 4uAthetmote
it would be atmo4t impo44ibte to 4ind them ...
Demand that att teacheks be approved ass to theik
abitity ... too tong hays France bowed down beneath
the sabre and the censm . (78)	 " (79)

75. An error, because the Narist Brothers' schools kept on
each year (the school at Feurs was the only one that closed).
to author, Br. G. Michel commented, "Probably because Courvei
at Panissieres and Epercieux were closect,it suited the enemy
have closed nearly all their schools'."

76. i.e. Simultaneous Method.
77. Champagnat had never agreed to such, but admittedly he had offered
to continue the school at Feurs for but 400 francs from the local council.
Since the local Hospice was willing to pay 175 f. the town would have had
but 225 f. to pay. ("Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome, A RCL

p. 189; SI.34 avril 1831).
78. i.e. the King and the Church.
79. Archives de D6partement de la Loire, N: Conseil General 1816-1832 -
Enseignement primaire: session de 23 mars 1831.

increasing
In letter

lle's schools
to say, 'They
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After the closure at Feurs, Marcellin turned his attention to the

growing military conscription problems. According to the terms of the

conscription law of 18th April, any school-teacher would be dispensed

from the requirements of the law if he put himself under contract to

teach in a public school for ten years. Those teachers who belonged

to religious congregations could be freed from military service by

their religious superiors, but only if such a congregation had legal

authorisation to conduct schools. Further, a law of 29th February

1816 had stipulated that teachers must obtain their "brevet" (public

teaching diploma). A compromise law of 1819 had stated that Brothers

belonging to authorised teaching congregations need not obtain their

brevet. (80) However, the new law of April 1831 had also stipulated

that every school in which there was not a certified teacher would

be closed. As Brother Jean-Baptiste put it:

"Eveny zchoot -1n which theke wa)s not a cetitiAicated Bkothek
had to be ctozed, no mated. how cluck, how devoted, OA. how
expekienced the teachek: and the centAlAicateA necmuuty
to quatiO a -teacher to conduct a 4choot weke gtanted
by the Univekisity atone, and could not be obtained without

the gteate)st diaLcutty". (81)

Marcellin had but two lawful means possible for continuing his

schools. He could join his Brothers to a congregation with legal

authorisation (82) or he could make a further attempt to gain the

required authorisation from the government authorities. The Bishops'

responsibility for primary schools had been revoked by the new government;

hence, although Archbishop de Pins was quite agreeable for a further

attempt being made, on this occasion it would have to be done solely

by Marcellin himsel. Marcellin decided he must make the attempt next

year (1832). The urgency of the matter was being brought to the fore

by further problems. The new Director of the Academy of Lyons, a man

80. Coste & Lessard, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 522.
81. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 219.
82. For instance, Champagnat was approached to affiliate his Institute
with the Society of Fr. Chaminade (autumn 1832) and with thatof Mazelier
in both the summer of 1831 and in December 1832. Nothing eventuated at

this time in either case. (Coste & Lessard, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 522).

Legal authorisation was not gained by the Marist Brothers until after
Champagnat's death when a fusion was brought about with the society of
Mazelier, but in much more favourable conditions for the Marist Brothers

than would have been the case in the early 1830s. (Br. Jean-Baptiste,
VIE, Vol. 1, p. 314.)
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chosen by the new "July Government" (83) wrote to the Mayor of St.

Chamond so as to make sure that the Brothers from the Hermitage were
conforming to the law of 18th April 1831. Having received no response
to his first letter of 18th May, he sent a further identical one on
10th June. (84) His letter ran thus:

Wows, 18th May 1831
Mowsieut te Maine,

I need to obtain ptecise iniotmation on the &stab-
tizhment at St.-MaAtin-en-Coaateux, (85) canton o4
St. - Chamond, undet the ditection o4 Mt. Champagnat.

I bdieve that thus howse ha4 been 4ounded with

the intention to tkain zubjectz ass pAimaAy 6choot teacheivs;
that the &thjects go out in tetigious costume; that they

6oAm a tetigious association; and that they ate known
undex the name o4 Stotheius o4 Marcy on MaAizt Butheu,
Btotheu o4 Lavalta and Btotheu o4 the HeAmitage. (86)

You ptobabty know this house, Mt. Mayon, and in
that case I think that you wile be easity able to

obtain 4Aom youA committee membe,v the in4onmation I
am asking.

Fiutty, tat me i4 the 4ottowing in4okmat2ion is cottect.
I desite to know 4.4, as I believe, the house is undet

gccteisiaaticatditection;
it has been pZaced undet the guidance o4 the diocesan

authority;

83. Caste & Lessard, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 521.
84. The Mayor of St. Chamond, a careful person, kept in his archives both
letters and a copy of the responses he had given to the questions; responses
that he had given in a most favourable way for Champagnat. (Archives 
generales des Ores maristes, Rome, 918 Saint-Chamond)
85. This, of course, was the Hermitage property.
86. It is of interest to note that Champagnat's Institute had no specific
title, perhaps because he felt it would eventually become part of a large
"Society of Mary". Even in his writings in the late 1830s he would refer
to "Brothers of Mary", "Marist Brothers", and sometime "Little Brothers
of Mary". This last title was the one put on the Statutes of 1824, but
it seems incorrect to consider the word "Little" was there simply to
designate humility. For one thing it was a fact that primary schools were
generally named "Les Petites Ecoles" at that time. For instance it was
written that just before the French Revolution of 1789 "about half the boys
and a quarter of the girls attended 'Little Schools'". (J. Vial, Les
Instititeurs, Paris, 1980, p. 32.) Another point, already mentioned above,
was that since the De La Salle Brothers were known as "Les Grands Freres"

it had become customary for other congregations of teaching Brothers founded
in France in the early 19th Century to be known as "Little Brothers". Thus
the word "little" was virtually a technical term.
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the number o6 btudenlz that they cute teaching; the tLme

they bpend at thee 6choots each yeah;
the type o6 teaching that .mss given and by whom thus

teaching is given;

i6, in ,this hotoe, (87) there Ls a pnimany 4choot AO&

the chiednen o6 the Zocat commune; (88) the meamz

by which thus houze L maintained.
I col?. you, Mn. Mayon, to bend to me ass uon az

pobbibt.e. the in4onmation I need 40 that 1 wLU know

bettet -thus panticutan utabZiAment and the work

it -us doing.
At the -same tLme, I wizh you and you& committee to
give me exact detaiLs on every c_hoot being conducted
in the canton o6 St.-Chamond by these Bnothoo o6
Lavaca. These Mothenz mubt con6onm to the tam 06

OWL nation; it	 abbotutety necebbaity that they have

the Brevet. It ib impontant that i4 they are not

con4onming to the Zato o6 the State, you mubt take

cane to give me exact inAonma/tion about theme. 6chooa.
Receive, Mn. Mayon, the aimuAance o6 my high

conzidekation.
The Rector o4 the Academy,

DutAeit. " (89)

When attempting to estimate the work of any individual it is

important to obtain views from as wide a source area as possible prior to

one's evaluation; firstly of the sources, then of the person concerned.

In this respect it is useful that there are extant so many documentary
items today from both religious and secular people concerning Marcellin

Champagnat. One such item is the response given by the Mayor of St.

Chamond to the above letter of inquiry. He could not have answered

87. The Hermitage.

88. The Hermitage was in the Commune of St. Martin-en-Coailleux, which

was about 4 kms from the Commune of St. Chamond: hence, even if there

had been a primary school at the Hermitage it would not have been in
opposition to that at-St. Chamond.

89. A photocopy of this document may be found "a la mairie de St.
Chamond" - the original, it seems has been lost.
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the questions in a manner more acceptable for Marcellin. Here is

his reply:

"Le Recteuk de L'Academie,
Dutkiet.

D(emande): Do the subjects go out in a ketigiouz costume?
R(êponse): yeas.
D: Do they comptize a tetigiows azisociation?
R: Yes.
D: 16 the home ditected by pkiests?
R:	 Y.

D: lz it uncle& the supekvizion o4 diocesan autho&ity?
R: Yes.
D: What conditions ake kequited 6tom subjects who join?
R: Thoze that exist in othet tetigiows otdetz; the money

they have to pay{ion the it novitiate, howevet, is
te/s4.

D: How many pupils do they admit there?
R: Between twenty and thitty.
D: How tong a time do they spend there notmatty?
R: The time depends on theik pkeviouz Zevel o6 education.
D: What ate they taught?
R: Reading, miting, Ftench gnamman and tetigiows

iottuction. (90)

D: By whom	 this inistAuction given?
R: By the Btothet6 who ate beist quati4ied, but under

the supekvision o4 the i& pkiest supekio&6.

90.	 Note that he has taken the precaution of putting religious
instruction last.
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D: Is theu, inth4.6 hotize, a pnimaAy 4choot 4ot chit&Len

o .his commune?
R: No.
D: How i4 thi's hours e maintained?

R: By the ptovizion o4 Rees by the novice's, by the inoduce

o4 a vegetable gaAden which these men cuttivate

themzetve6, and aU us hetped by the 4tugat ti4e
which then .Lead, hakay even eating meat, and

4inatty by the work o4 evellat BkotheA4 who spend
some houu each day in the making o14 tinen and

ctoth.
N.B. It	 thought that .here i4 a document (nom the Pope
-that hays been 4ent to the AA.chbizhop author iing .thus
az6ociation." (91)

Champagnat, in his customary manner, firmly believing that God still

desired the teaching of his Brothers, kept on moving forward and

unhesitatingly taking in new subjects. During this year of 1831 twelve

postulants entered the novitiate whilst nine older Brothers took

perpetual vows. (92) The Director of St. Irenaeus Seminary at Lyons,

Fr. Gardette, had always been a friend and supporter of Marcellin and,

during this year, he informed Marcellin that he had recently suggested

to a good seminarist that he might join Marcellin's Institute. Marcellin

responded immediately and, on 29th August, wrote to this seminarist,

Pierre-Alexis Labrosse, who would soon come to the Hermitage and take the

name of Brother Louis-Marie. (93)

91. It is a fact that on 9th March 1822 Pope Pius VII had written to
Courveille praising his project of a future Society of Mary. Without
doubt this letter was in the hands of the Archbishop of Lyons in 1824,
since Courveille's other actions that year reveal his attempt to do
anything that could help him become Superior-General of the Society of
Mary. A copy of this letter was found in 1955 amongst the letters of
De Pins. (Archives generales des Ores maristes, Rome, "Lettre Latine
du Pape Pie VII a 1'abb6 Courveille louant le projet de Societe de Marie".)
92. Two Brothers had died during the year. (Michel, op. cit., p. 55.)

93. "Lettres de M. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome, 29.08.31 - A - AFM

113/2; SI.36. This seminarian had decided not to continue with his
seminary training and had asked Fr. Gardette what else was available.
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In examining Champagnat's life in the early 1830's two things should

be noticed. First he had to cope with the unsettling pattern of the

school situation in France. Second he enjoyed the growing respect of

those in ecclesiastical authority for those priests who aspired towards

the formation of a Society of Marist Fathers which would be officially

recognized by the Church. As we well know, it was Marcellin's life-

long ambition to have his Brothers become a section of a future "Society

of Mary", though he was solid as a rock on his intention that the

Brothers would be quite independent of the priests: completely self-

governing, but with a filial, christian and symbolic connection with the

Fathers (and Sisters) within whom they would form what might be termed

a "federation". Let us first examine Champagnat's method of dealing

with the school situation. Then we may examine the growth of the

"Marist Society".

Three laws quickly passed by the new French Government had made

things much more difficult for Champagnat and his Institute. Firstly,

a law passed on 16th October 1830 had neutralised the influence of the

clergy in education. Then, by law of 18th April 1831 teaching Brothers

would have to have a "Brevet"; and this was followed by the law of 2nd

July 1831 which made military service compulsory for unauthorised

teachers. This latterlaw,as we saw above, was causing difficulty in

the conducting of some schools whilst the school at Feurs, of course,

had been officially closed down for a different reason. However, this

latter closure was more than amply compensated for by Marcellin when

he took over a school at La-Cate-St-Andre later that same year. (94)
In this particular parish the Director of the local Minor Seminary had

formed the idea of founding a society of Brothers to give young children

christian instruction and, with the assistance of government financial

aid, had managed to assemble a few young men for that purpose, He knew

that the new regulations regarding teachers would make things almost

impossible for his teachers to continue. However, rather than disband

his small society of teachers, he thought he would first see if

94.	 Br. André Lanfrey, "Institution Saint-Francois de La- Cate- Saint-
Andre", Bulletin de l'Institut des Petits Freres de Marie, Rome, Vol. 26,
No. 197, January 1965, p. 440.
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Champagnat would be interested in taking over the school. He had

already formed a high regard for Champagnat, both for the man himself

and for the work his Institute was doing. (95) Furthermore, he

obviously knew enough of Marcellin to believe that the restrictions

imposed by the new laws would be no more than obstacles that the man,

in his usual style, would overcome. (96)

Champagnat went to La-Cote-Saint-Andre and, after a full

discussion of the issues involved, agreed that his Marist Brothers

would take over the school. There was a boarding school adjoining

the Parish School and this was also taken over by Marcellin. He was

obviously overjoyed to learn from the young men there whom the priest

had gathered as teachers that all of them wished to go to the

Hermitage and train to become Marist Brothers. (97) Fr. Douillet

(Director of the Local Minor Seminary) later remarked that he and

Champagnat had walked for some time up and down a large hall in which

the above young men had been assembled. He remarked that he had been

absolutely dumb-founded to hear from Marcellin an unbelievably

accurate character-appraisal of each of the young men. He remarked:

"1 ways gneatey aztomizhed to heats him dezocibe 40

cottectty the chaiLacteu o4 my young men; 4on he
appeated to me not to notice them, and nevexthete,
hits deAutiption o4 each o4 them um pek4ectty
connect." (98)

Pierre-Alexis Labrosse (the seminarian to whom Marcellin had

written the previous August) had entered the Hermitage on 16th October

1831 (99) and had begun his novitiate on 1st January 1832. This

95. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 214.
96. He probably knew that Champagnat was about to have the government
approached again on behalf of his Institute with a strong request for

their legal authorisation.

97. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 149. Sylvestre wrote that there were six
or seven men in the previous group at La-Cote-Saint-Andre.

98. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 213.

99. This man was a skilieCT mathematician and he had evolved a new
system of learning and teaching this subject which greatly impressed
the then novice master, Brother Francois, and was soon adopted in the
Marist Brothers' Schools. This man was later to become the second
Superior-General of Champagnat's Institute of Brothers. (Br. Ignace,

La Vie d'Un Grand Organisateur, Genval (Belgium), 1955.)
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brilliant young man, soon thereafter named Brother Louis-Marie, set

out next day with Champagnat for La-Cate-St.-Andre where this young
man was to become, later on, Director of this new Marist school. (100)

After travelling 23 kms they stopped at Chavanay for lunch. Br.

Dominique, Director at Chavanay, accompanied them after lunch, but

night overtook them at Anjou (Isere), a further 18 kms distant. They

asked the local parish priest if they could stay the night there.

What followed is best descibed in the words of Br. Avit:

"The PaALsh Pnie6t attowed	 good Fathek to 4sit a-t

tabte, but the two BnotheA had to eat potatoe4
and cheistnutz in the kitchen. They wete onty Bnothelus!
This caused gxeat di/stAes4 to OUA good Fathek, but th,bs
wail not hi4 home". (101)

Next day, before they departed, Marcellin wished to say Mass there.

He was disappointed to find the church, its ornaments and altar cloths

in a dirty state. He was so grieved by this that he couldn't help

mentioning this matter to his two companions. (102) When they continued

their journey, Brother Louis-Marie, unaccustomed to wearing a soutane

(103) and very heavy boots, soon became so fatigued that he was unable

to continue. They had reached Beaurepaire, but now Champagnat hired

a carriage for the rest of their journey to La-COte-St.-Andre. From

what we know of Champagnat's previous journeyings, his decision to

travel the rest of this journey by coach had been prompted solely by

his concern for the health of his fellow-traveller. His concern for

other people, particularly for those without a high station in life

who had little, was characteristic of Marcellin's whole life.

100. He became Director after the school's first Director, Br. Jean-
Pierre ended his three years.
101. Avit, op. cit., p. 62.
102. Avit points out in his Annales (Vol. 1, p. 62) that Br. Jean-
Baptiste had erred in his VIE when he described this incident as having
occurred in Savoie. It seems that Br. J-B. wanted to keep matters
vague so as to avoid giving offence. To help his case, Savoie was the
pre-Revolution term for the region.

103. Avit, op. cit., p. 62.
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This new school at La- Cote -St.-Andre was reported to have made
great progress once the change-over occurred. The Boarding School

increased very rapidly and became a nursery of postulants for the

novitiate at the Hermitage. (104) In addition to the taking over of

the new school at La-COte-St.-Andre, and in spite of the conscription

problem, Marcellin proceeded with the founding of three additional

schools during this year 1832 (105) and also set up again, after an

absence of eleven years, the Marist Brothers' school at Marlhes. (106)

The former parish priest, Fr.Allirot, had died, and his successor was

Fr.Duplay - elder brother of Fr. Jean Louis Duplay. This latter had

always been a solid supporter of Marcellin's work and when he succeeded

Fr. Gardette as Superior of the Senior Seminary at Lyons, he continued

his valuable support. Champagnat had included the following in a

letter he wrote to the new parish priest of Marlhes in 1832:

"... One can say, in att. tnuth, that Pt. Jean-Lou4z %gay,

youit btothet, -bs one o4 the cacuseA son. the existence o4 .the

Litt& Btotheu o4 Muxy. I woutd neve/t have undettaken

and, above aU, proceeded with -th.Ls wokk, -L, he had

not poAitivety approved it...." (107)

Moreover, a record number of twenty-two postulants began their novitiate

at the Hermitage this year. (108)

Naturally, Marcellin was greatly occupied in his attempts to gain

legal authorisation. He had, for instance, been seeking a possible

union with the "Society of Mary of Bordeaux" (Marianists) which had

gained its legalisation in 1825. (109) He had written letters to

both the Superior-General of this Society (Fr.Chaminade) and to Fr.

Colin about this matter. (110) However, on 5th December 1832

104. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 215.
105. The three new schools were at Sorbier, Terrenoire and Viriville.
(Avit, op. cit., p. 78)

106. Ibid, p. 78

107. J-M. Chausse, Vie de M. L'abb6 Jean-Louis Duplay, Vol. 1, Lyons, 1887,

p. 278.

108. Five Brothers took perpetual vows, whilst one Brother had died

this year.	 (Michel, op. cit., p. 58).

109. "13 Novembre 1832 - Lettre de Jean-Claude Colin a M. Champagnat:
affaire de Valbenoite conclue; prendre contact avec M. Chaminade;

divers", Archives gênêrales des Ores maristes, Rome, 233.2.
110. Ibid.-



Tradition has it that the oriFinal Mardst Brothers' school
at Marlhes was a building similar to the one above. When

the Parish Priest (Fr. Allirot) refused to provide bettet
accomidouation, T ,arcellin withdrew the Brothers (1822). He
reopened a Narist school there in 1832 when Fr Jean-I,ouis
Duplay became Parish Priest. This man had always been a
supporter of Harcellin and he readily provided better
living and school conditions for the Brothers.

This shows the present-day school at farlhes. Its
Brother Director (1983) is r.r Ear.cel Arnaud, a
collateral descendant of the Champapnat family.
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Vicar-General Cattet sent word to Champagnat that the Council of the

Archbishop wished to let him know that it was thought that he would

do better to try and gain legal authorisation by a union with those

Brothers under Father Querbes. Cattet wrote that Champagnat's Brothers

would be able to join Querbes' group without having to change the

rules of his Institute, whereas changes would have to be made in these

rules if Champagnat joined Chaminade's group. The letter then added

that the Council would not favour a union with a society that was in

another diocese, as was the case with Chaminade's group. Cattet

concluded by writing:

"(the comze o6 action we tequezt) is Likewise co

wise ass it -Lo natutue. (111)

However, it seems that the Council had not first gained the

Archbishop's approval for such a letter to Champagnat, since

Archbishop de Pins himself wrote a letter to Champagnat the following

day (6th December) telling Marcellin that another attempt must be

made to gain legal authorisation for his Institute. He encouraged

Marcellin quickly to resubmit his Statutes to the government after

all the Brothers, as well as Marcellin himself, had signed them. (112)

It is likely that Marcellin had previously spoken to de Pins about

the growing seriousness of the matter, especially in the light of the

fact that more Brothers each year would be reaching the age for

military conscription. (113) Unfortunately for Marcellin, this new

attempt to gain legal authorisation was also turned down by the

government; causing the Archbishop to tell his Council that they

could now proceed with the instruction that had been given Champagnat

the previous 5th December. (114)

This last failure to gain the much sought-after legal authorisation

was rendered doubly disappointing by the new education law of 28th

111. "Lettres de M. Cattet au P. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome,

124/11 (6 dec 1832)
112. Archives de l'archevechè de Lyon, reg, dèlib. 7, p. 145.

It is of interest to note that Cattet wrote again to Champagnat
on this same day, 6th December, cancelling his previous letter and
admitting that he had sent an unauthorised instruction. ("Lettres de
M. Cattet au P. Champagnat", FMS Archives, Rome, 124/12 (6 dec 1832)
113. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE,Vol, 1, p. 216.
114. Archives de 1'archevech6 de Lyon, copie de lettres 5, pp. 37-41.
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June 1833, the so-called "Guizot Law". Francois Pierre Guillaume

Guizot, an "honest Protestant" (115) and the Minister of Public

Instruction, tried to get going in France, in a real sense, what

a previous law of 1816 had attempted but which then had become "an

ideal rather than a fact". (116) It was now prescribed that free

Primary School education must be made available everywhere in France;

that is, in each of the approximately 37,000 communes. (117) What

was more to the point, each Commune was responsible for having a

primary school in which all the teachers must have their "brevet" -

unless they were Brothers or Sisters belonging to a religious

organization which had legal authorisation to teach. This law, of

course, was a short-term "bonanza" for authorised religious groups

and there occurred a sudden tremendous growth in the number of

church primary schools throughout France. The Catholic Church seemed

to emerge victoriously from this new law (118), but in the long term

it was going to mean that with public schools containing teachers

who all had the "brevet", "the state schools would gradually come

to be educationally superior." (119)

Nevertheless, even in 1856, Br. Jean-Baptiste was to write:

"The ax o6 1833, Otamed OA the puApo4e o6 6ettaing
Retigiows Congtegatiows, and withdtawing ptom them the

.f:

education o6young, ptoduced a teAutt which the

115. Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 418.
He had been educated in Geneva and was a Calvinist. (M. Reinhard

(ed.), Histoire de la France, (Librairie Larousse), Paris, Vol. 2,
1962, p. 236.)
116. Cobban, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 124. By 1820, out of 44,000 communes,
there were 24,000 schools.
117. Gabriel Hanotaux, Histoire de la Nation frauaise, tome V, "Histoire
politique", tome III, Paris, 1929, p. 385.
118. Daniel-Rops, op. cit., p. 418.
119. Cobban, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 125.

Yet, Br. Jean-Baptiste wrote, "The law of 1833, relating to
primary instruction, was framed with the view of acquiring power over

teaching communities, subjecting them to the University, diminishing
their influence, impeding their progress, and depriving them, by degrees,

of any part in the work of education". (Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol.

1, p. 219.)
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goveAnment did not expect. This taw, by means od
godte'ss NoAmat Schoots, soon ditted the count/Ey

with metcenaty and, in many cazez, ittetigiouz
teachetz, who became the enemies od the ctetgy,

the ptague od the panizhez, and the ptopagatou od
AevotutionaAy ptinciptez". (120)

Brother Sylvestre, writing in 1885-86, made similar statements,

such as:

"PaAi.zh ptieztz and Mayoras (tom art paiuts od the
count'Ly, came to Father. Champagnat and dill eveAything
po4zibte to tAy and get him to staAt a BAothous'
4choot in theik pat-i.zh one commune. Att they wanted
waz a chAiztian education don -the 'L chitdAen; hence,
dezpite the tack od tegat authoAization, outs 4chootis
grew in numbeu az never bedone". (121)

It was certainly true that many people throughout the nation

were unhappy with many of the new teachers. For instance, Mr. de

Rapet, Principal of the Teachers' Training College (l'Ecole Normale)

at Mrigueux, reported in 1846:

"The great majotity od -the student-teacheAs come From
daAmz. Now, the country-peopte are setdiish, gteedy,

uncivitized and tacking in any sympathy. A woman iz

Pat a demate, the chitdten aAe jurt machines to
have theL'L growing stAength exptoited: despondency
enteu the house on the toss od a cow, but the eyes
temain dry on the death od a son on a datheA; the
vetetinaty-zuAgeon Lo catted at the Zeazt zign od

zicknezz od an ox on an azz, but any demateis oA

chitdnen aAe tekt without any hetp up to the moment

when the-a condition haul become incutable. The duns

o4 peasants promoted to become teacheA4 stitt
temain peasants in the,iA taztez, theiA habits and

120. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 220.

121. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 152
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the it minds; they want the best o6 evenything, being

jeatous o6 the 'aches v the Boungeoizie." (122)

The Academy of Moral Sciences and Politics (123) in 1838 made

public its doubts on the ethical principles gained at the Teachers'

Colleges; whilst in 1840 it praised the author Theodore-Henri Barrau

when he, as it was said, exposed these places, saying:

"They cure a danga, menacing society with hat6-
educated avtogant teacheAs, whose ambition was

both excited and deceived a6teA enteting these

impkudentey estabtished Teachets' Cottegez with

;heir too to6ty and too sophisticated customs." (124)

Finally, the multitude of complaints led the Minister of Public

Instruction (Salvandy) to set up, on 2nd September 1845, a Commission

comprising University Inspectors to give a report on how to reform

the Teachers' Colleges. (125)

The Guizot Law of 1833 had also stated that the Principal in

any Primary school, whether public or religious, should have the

"Brevet", (126) thus presenting a further obstacle to Marcellin's

Institute. Many Brothers already had a Brevet, but from now on such

could be obtained from the University only and with much more

difficulty than previously. (127) What is more, any previous

Brevets not obtained from the University would no longer be recognized. (128)

122. Archives Nationales: F17 9110, (cited by M. Gontard, La Question 
des EcoesPris,dela Revolution de 1789 a nos jours (1962), Paris,
1962, p. 47.
123. "L'Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques".
124. F. Buisson, Dictionnaire de pedagogie et d'instruction primaire,
Paris, 1887, (4 volumes), p. 2063.
125. M. Gontard, op. cit., p. 48.
126. G. Hanotaux, Histoire de la Nation francaise, Vol. 5, "Histoire
Politique", Vo. 3, Paris, 1929, p. 385.

127. For instance, Brother Francois had managed to gain a Brevet from
the Principal of the College at St. Chamond (Fr. Brut). Brother Laurent,
Director of Tarentaise school, had written to the Principal of St.
Chamond College asking for a Brevet. He had been given a long
mathematical problem and was told to complete it in full. He had
managed to do this and thus gained his Brevet. (Avit, op. cit., pp. 87, 88.)
128. Br. Jean-Baptiste, VIE, Vol. 1, p. 219.

21
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This new education law was threatening Marcellin's Institute with

extinction; dealing, as it were, three strong body-blows; without

legal authorisation his Brothers would be conscripted into military

service, at least the Principals of each shool must have the Brevet

and, thirdly, former Brevets were not recognized unless granted by

the University - which disqualified virtually all the Brevets his

Institute had gained.

Hence, it is not surprising that Marcellin, after travelling

to Belley to discuss with Bishop Devie the plans for a new school

in Bresse: (129) a school which would be in the nature of a model

farm, and which Marcellin thought would be quite in keeping with

his Institute's aim to educate children from the poorer families,

had to write a short time later postponing the matter. Marcellin had

visited Devie on 6th July (130) but after returning and speaking of

the matter to his friend Gardette, he was told to delay it for some

months. Marcellin was told that he would need to discuss the matter

first with Vicar-General Cholleton, but as Marcellin wrote in his

following letter, it was virtually impossible to arrange such

meetings during the months of August and September in that part of

the world. (131) It turned out that this proposed school was never

undertaken by the Brothers.

On 7th August the Archbishop's Council decided that in the

matter of the Marist Brothers gaining legal authorisation, the

suggestion given by Vicar-General Cattet to Champagnat the previous

December should be adopted. Thus, proceedings were commenced to

try and unite the Marist Brothers of Marcellin with the "Clercs de

129. Bresse is a district in which the main town is Bourg-en-Bresse
(d6partement de l'Ain).

130. This date is known because of an entry in the accounts book of
the Hermitage. (FMS Archives, Rome, reg. 11. p. 64).

131. It is to be remembered that these are two hot months that occur
during the summer holiday period.
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St.-Viateur" who had gained authorisation in 1830. (132) On 10th

August, Abbe Querbes, the founder of the above "Clercs", sent Vicar-

General Cholleton his conditions for such a union. It was obvious that

he did not favour such a union and he stipulated that the Marist

Brothers would have to conform to certain rules of the "Clercs"

which were quite different from the existing rules of the Marists. (133)

It is not suprising that Marcellin found the proposed conditions for such

a union completely unacceptable for both himself and his Brothers. (134)

For one thing, the "Clercs" had been conducting schools for two years

only and had but one school and one Brother: (135) a person, incidentally,

who had been given a bad report by the academic Inspector. (136)

By contrast, Champagnat's Marist Brothers now numbered 82 Brothers

(plus 10 Novices) with 19 schools in which they were teaching over

2,000 pupils. (137) It is with utter amazement that we found a

document to the effect that Cholleton wrote to Querbes on 10th October

132. P. Zind, Les Nouvelles Congregations 	 p. 433.
133. Archives Geller-ales 'des Clercs de Saint-Viateur, n. 126;
reproduced in Documents Querbes, t.2, f.135., Rome.
134. "Cahiers du Pere Champagnat:, FMS Archives, Rome, 3,11013.
135. Annales de St.-Viateur, 1953 ed., p. 405.
136. The Inspector's report on this particular Brother included:
Pierre Magaud: single, Brevet of 2nd degree: for this reason he was
exempted from military service: has little talent and tries to conceal

things. He is little liked in the locality, but gets on well with
the Parish Priest of whom he is a pupil. The school building is in
reasonable shape, but the teaching is poor, with little progress: books
are kept, things are written down, but with no order or method of
treatment. He is sacristan. He is not well regarded by the locals
who complain of his surly manners and of his slowness to learn. (Archives 
de Departement du Rhone, Versement de l'Universite, XXVIII:
"Affaires Diverses 1815-1854.
It seems that a second Brother started teaching later in 1833 for the
Inspector also included a report on him. It included: Thomas Nogier:
26 years of age: single: Brevet of 2nd Degree: a sanctimonious hypocrite
("tartuffe"), a favourite of the Parish Priest: his ideas and his conduct
have set him at logger-heads with the local people ... It is necessary
to provide strong help for the Mayor who is struggling in a locality
where this particular "Congregation" is stronger than elsewhere. Mr
Nogier, former seminarist and pupil of Fr. Querbes (Parish Priest of
Vourles), for whom he teaches, is a very dangerous man, an avowed and
furious "carliste" (i.e. a supporter of the ex-king Charles X).
Although capable, he is not a person to be a teacher at a commune

school. (Ibid).
137. Avit, op. cit., pp. 84, 85
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of this year, saying that Champagnat was quite well-disposed towards

the union of the two groups. (138) When Marcellin had previously

told Cholleton that both he and the Brothers opposed such a union

because of having to submit to new rules, of having to do away with

their religious costume and with the Brothers strongly in opposition

to the fact that Champagnat would no longer be their main leader, (139)

perhaps Cholleton still felt that such a union was the only way of

solving Marcellin's military problem and that, in the long run, it

would be best for both Marcellin and his Brothers.

Thus the year of 1833 ended with Champagnat, in spite of all

his successes, facing the dissolution of his Marist Institute.

Moreover, it seems that Marcellin was once again strongly under attack

from one of his co-Marist priests. Fr. Pompallier, we are told, went

to the Archbishop and complained bitterly of the manner in which

Champagnat was directing and administering his Brothers and declared

that his Institute could do nothing else but fail. (140) Unfortunately,

there seems to be no actual document extant today to prove that

Pompallier did so complain, but that he did was written by each of

the main "Brothers Chroniclers" - Jean-Baptiste, Avit and Sylvestre

and when they wrote it down they knew that there were many Brothers

then living who knew the facts. (141) The logical conclusion to be

drawn is that the complaints from Pompallier to the Archbishop must

have been made; although, admittedly, some Marist historians find

138. Archives generales des Clercs de Saint-Viateur, p. 464;
reproduced in Documents Querbes, t.3, f.6 .
139. Br. Jean-Baptiste, IE, Vol. 1, p. 223.
140. Ibid, p. 223.

Avit, op. cit., p. 86.
Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 153.

141. We might also note that when Br. Jean-Baptiste published his
VIE in 1856, Pompallier was still alive and hence could have refuted
any such statement. In 1847 Fr. Colin (leader of Marist Fathers) had
written a strong letter of reproach to Pompallier over his administration
of the Church in New Zealand. Colin was quite harsh, hence it might
be said that in the 1850s Pompallier's stocks were so low that almost
anything against him was accepted.
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such an event difficult to believe;(142).

1833 had its serious problems, but Marcellin did not stop

expanding his work. One new school was opened: that at Peaugres

(Ardéche); and, perhaps something far more important, he had had a

most fortunate meeting with Fr. Mazelier which, as it turned out,

was going to solve the military conscription issue. (143) Hence,

although Marcellin well understood that his lack of legal

authorisation was going to mean a real battle with the Diocesan

authorities to avoid union with Querbes' group, he was still

prepared to meet the matter head-on and do everything he possibly

could for the members of his Institute.

142. This author questioned several eminent Marist historians on
this matter. The opinion given above coincides with that given to
the author by Br. Pierre Zind. Br. Balko said that Pompallier could
never have done such a thing because he and Champagnat were such
close friends. Fr. Coste told the author that he had an open mind
on the matter. Since relations between Marist Brothers and Marist
Fathers were not good when Jean-Baptiste wrote his account (which
Avit and Sylvestre later copied), perhaps it was included for this
reason. However, he added that Pompallier had a character capable
of doing such things. Br. Owen Kavanagh said he found it impossible
to believe unless there was documentary evidence. He mentioned two
quite friendly letters that Pompallier wrote to Champagnat - one on
14th February 1833 and the other on 18th August 1833 (Coste & Lessard,
Origines Maristes, Vol 1, p. 576 and p. 600), plus Champagnat's most
friendly letter to Pompallier in mid-1838 (FMS Archives, Sydney, 27.05.38:
SII.48). He then referred to Querbes' note to Cardinal de Ronald,
about 1844, re Fr. Cholleton: "This worthy superior of Fr. Cholleton
had at first the intention of combining with our Institute the Brothers
of Mary. This idea was approved by the Archbishop's Council; it
was warmly supported by Fr. Pompallier, of Vourles, a Marist Priest",
and said he thought that this very likely marked the limit of the
part played by Pompallier against Marcellin. However, Br. Gabriel
Michel thinks it almost certainly occurred and he bases this judgement
largely on the letter Fr. Colin wrote about Pompallier in 1847 - a
letter in which he strongly criticized Pompallier and mentioned that
Pompallier tried to obtain another superior, in place of Champganat,
for the Marist Brothers. (Archives gen6rales des peres maristes,
extrait d'un projet de m6moire du P. Colin sur les affaires de
Nouvelle-Mande: M. Pompallier avant 1836. D'aprés l'autographe,

correspondance Colin-Fransoni, 1847, projet de m6moire, p. 13.)

143. Sylvestre, op. cit., p. 156.
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